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Abstract

The thesis describes experiments on single laser-cooled ions of Yb+ in a

radiofrequency ion trap.

The ion is laser-cooled on the 369 nm 2S1/2→2P1/2 electric dipole tran-

sition, and high resolution spectroscopy of the 467 nm 2S1/2→2F7/2 electric

octupole ‘clock’ transition has been performed.

The 467 nm transition can be used as an optical frequency standard.

To this end, several absolute optical frequency measurements of the F =

0,mF = 0 → F = 3,mF = 0 component in 171Yb+ have been made with a

femtosecond laser frequency comb generator. The comb was referenced to a

hydrogen maser which forms part of the clock ensemble used to generate the

UTC(NPL) timescale. During the work described in this thesis, the linewidth

of the 467 nm probe laser has been narrowed from 4 kHz to 200 Hz, increasing

the measurement resolution.

The frequency measurements have been supported by a full investigation

of the systematic frequency shifts of the octupole transition, including the AC

Stark, second-order Zeeman, quadrupole, DC Stark, second-order Doppler

and blackbody shifts.

Cooling an ion of 172Yb+ to the ground motional state of the ion trap

by ‘EIT cooling’ on the 369 nm transition has been investigated, both by

numerical simulation and experiment. A new technique for measuring the

temperature of a trapped ion without the use of a narrow transition has

been developed. A new experimental control system has been implemented

to assist in the EIT cooling experiments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A single atom, unperturbed by external fields, at rest, in a vacuum is a model

system for studying atomic physics. A transition to a long-lived excited state

in such an atom would be, in many ways, an ideal standard of frequency. The

ideal is unattainable, but a single atomic ion trapped in a radiofrequency ion

trap represents a very good approximation to it. The work described in this

thesis is part of the process of improving that approximation, and of turning

such a system – the 467 nm electric octupole transition in a single trapped
171Yb+ ion – into a new standard of time and frequency.

Frequency, and therefore time, can currently be measured with greater

accuracy than any other physical quantity. The highest levels of accuracy

are now available across the electromagnetic spectrum from very low fre-

quencies through the radio and microwave regions up to the optical and

ultra-violet. The measurement of frequency underpins our daily lives in in-

numerable ways, from basic time-keeping through to radio and microwave

communications (for television broadcasts, or mobile telephone systems),

global positioning systems (such as GPS or the proposed european Galileo

project), high-bandwidth optical communications, and the precision meas-

urement of length and distance by interferometry, through the fixed definition

of the speed of light. The benefits of frequency metrology are not confined

merely to the technologies of modern life. The most immediate beneficiary

of advances at the leading edge of frequency measurement is science. The

1
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ability to measure physical quantities with very high accuracy is the founda-

tion on which fundamental physical theories rest. High-accuracy frequency

metrology has been the means by which quantum electrodynamics (QED)

has attained its current status as the most rigourously tested of our cur-

rent basic theories, and it is in the fifteeth or sixteenth significant digits of

such measurements that ‘new’ physics, beyond what we currently know, is

expected to be found. One example of such new physics is the possible time-

variation of the fundamental constants. Astronomical measurements have

implied a variation of the fine-structure constant over the age of the universe

[1], though these measurements remain controversial. Laboratory measure-

ments have been able to put upper limits on present-day variation of the fine

structure constant [2], but have found no evidence of actual variation as yet.

The ytterbium octupole transition may be a good system to search for such

variation [3, 4].

The whole of frequency metrology is underpinned by the existence of a

relatively small number of ultra-high accuracy primary standards, which ex-

ist in national standards laboratories around the world. Currently, these are

based on a microwave transition in neutral caesium atoms. Searches for new

physics are approaching the limits of the accuracy that the caesium primary

standard can provide [2]. Frequency standards based on atomic transitions

at optical frequencies have the potential to improve on the accuracy of mic-

rowave standards by several orders of magnitude. The following chapters

describe the progress so far, and the prospects for the future, of the devel-

opment of the ytterbium electric octupole transition as a next-generation

frequency standard.

This thesis covers work carried out at the National Physical Laboratory,

Teddington, between October 2000 and November 2003. All of the exper-

iments described here are based around single trapped ions of ytterbium.

There are two distinct themes to the work, though they share common tech-

nology. The first of these is the development of an ‘optical clock’ based on the

frequency of the 467 nm electric octupole transition in 171Yb+. The second

is the study of a method of cooling a trapped particle to its motional ground

state by exploiting quantum interference effects (‘EIT cooling’).
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The experimental arrangement used for these experiments, and the tech-

niques for control and data acquisition, are detailed in Chapter 3.

1.1 The caesium clock

The caesium beam clock was the first succesful atomic clock, building on

earlier work on molecular beams (e.g. [5]). In 1955 it became the first

atomic clock to contribute to a national time and frequency standard at

NPL [6, 7], while a commercial caesium clock was developed and sold by a

team at MIT. In 1967, the second was redefined as ‘the duration of 9 192 631

770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition between the two

hyperfine levels of the ground state of the caesium 133 atom,’ and caesium

has remained the primary standard of time and frequency ever since. While

the early clocks were less complex than modern devices, they introduced

all the essential features of atomic standards which remain with us to this

day. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic representation of a caesium beam clock.

The essential components of this, and all other atomic standards, are the

local oscillator, the atomic reference, a feedback loop between the two, and

a counter for output (the ‘clock face’). In a beam clock, atoms in one of the

two hyperfine levels (F = 3 and F = 4 – the mF = 0 magnetic states in each

are used for the reference) are selected from a beam by means of a magnetic

gradient. The upper and lower states of the transition have different magnetic

moments, and are physically separated by the field. The ground-state atoms

then pass into the microwave cavity. Here, they interact with radiation from

the local oscillator. This coherently excites a fraction of the atoms to the

upper state, dependent on the frequency and intensity of the radiation. After

the interaction region, the atoms are again state-selected and those in the

upper state are detected. By locking the local oscillator to the centre of the

fringe pattern thereby obtained, the transition frequency is transferred to

the oscillator. Each cycle of the oscillator output is therefore one ‘clock tick’,

and the counter then displays the passage of local time, directly referenced

to the definition of the second.

The interaction region actually consists of two, separated interaction re-
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of a caesium beam clock.

gions which are generally short compared to the distance (or time) between

them. This “method of separated oscillatory fields” is also known as Ramsey

spectroscopy [8], and has many useful properties as a spectroscopic tech-

nique. In particular, the width of the central fringe is inversely proportional

to the time between the two interactions, without the need to maintain ho-

mogeneity and phase coherency of the microwave field over the entire size of

the apparatus.

Modern caesium clocks use optical pumping to select the initial atomic

state, and state-selective laser-induced flourescence to detect the proportion

in either state after the microwave interrogation. The atoms are laser cooled,

and launched vertically under gravity for periods of up to one second to max-

imise the interaction time and attain the highest possible frequency resolu-

tion, and to minimise systematic shifts of the transition frequency due to the

atoms’ motion. The atoms pass through the microwave interaction region as

they rise and the same region again as they fall. Such atomic fountain clocks

have achieved accuracies of 1 part in 1015 [9], and the challenge for optical

standards is to go beyond this level.
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1.2 Trapped-ion frequency standards

The development of the ytterbium ion octupole transition as an optical fre-

quency standard exists in the context of a much wider effort around the world

to develop standards based on forbidden optical transitions in a number of

trapped ion species. There are significant efforts to develop standards based

on electric quadrupole transitions in Sr+ [10, 11], Ca+ [12], Hg+ [13] and

Yb+ [14]. There is a growing interest in using narrow transitions in singly-

ionised group III elements as standards [15], and an indium-based standard

has been under development for quite some time [16]. The unique attribute of

the 467 nm electric octupole transition in Yb+ among these is its long natural

lifetime, estimated at about 10 years. This affords the octupole transition the

advantage that the spectroscopic resolution will always be limited by laser

technology, and other technical issues, rather than the fundamental limit of

the natural linewidth. This is analysed more fully in Chapter 2.

What the octupole transition shares with the other trapped-ion frequency

standard transitions, is the prospect of extremely low systematic frequency

shifts. The systematic shifts of the octupole transition are analysed in detail

in Chapter 4.

The challenge currently faced by all trapped-ion frequency standard ex-

periments is in realising the full potential of the standards. Traditionally one

of the major obstacles to this was the difficulty in relating optical frequencies

(hundreds of terahertz) to the frequency of the 9.2 GHz hyperfine transition

in 133Cs, which is the current primary standard of time and frequency. A

major driving force behind the progress of optical frequency standards in

the past few years has been the development of femtosecond laser frequency

comb generators, or ‘femtosecond combs’, described in Chapter 2. They

enable a broad range of optical frequencies to be coherently related to mic-

rowave frequencies in a single, relatively simple step. The has brought about

an increase in the ease with which optical to microwave comparisons can

be carried out, and reduced the uncertainties of such measurements by a

large factor. Chapter 5 describes a series of measurements of the absolute

frequency of the octupole transition in 171Yb+, using the NPL femtosecond
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comb (described in Chapter 3).

1.3 Ground-state cooling

The motion of an ion in a radiofrequency trap is quantised, and can be treated

as simple-harmonic motion. The ion has a semi-infinite ladder of motional

states it might occupy, equally spaced in energy. The states can be labelled

by the integer quantum number n, from n = 0 to ∞.

Ground-state cooling is the reduction of the ion’s motion such that it is

mostly in its ground motional state, n = 0. The general theory of ground-

state cooling, and various techniques for achieving it are described in Chapter

2.

Cooling a trapped ion to its motional ground state can benefit many

different types of experiment. For trapped-ion frequency standards, the focus

of this thesis, it provides a method of reducing the size and uncertainty

of systematic shifts such as the second-order Doppler shift, and quadratic

DC Stark shift (Chapter 4). Cooling to the ground state also increases the

contrast of coherent oscillations on narrow optical transitions. This improves

the contrast, and hence obtainable frequency stability, when using Ramsey

spectroscopy to interrogate a transition.

Because it prepares an ion in a known, pure, quantum state, ground-

state cooling is a starting point for many other experiments. Much work on

ground-state cooling has been motivated by its utility in trapped-ion quan-

tum information processing (QIP) experiments. By initialising the motional

state in n = 0, it is possible to use (for instance) the n = 0 and n = 1 states

as a qubit (‘quantum bit’) for storing quantum information. Many interest-

ing QIP-related experiments have been performed using single [17, 18] and

multiple [19, 20] ground-state cooled ions.

‘EIT cooling’ is one method of cooling a particle confined in a harmonic

trap to the ground motional state of the trapping potential. It was described

[21], and then implemented [22], in late 2000 and exploits quantum interef-

erence effects [23, 24] (such as electromagnetically induced transparency or

EIT) in the cooling process. It has various advantages over other cooling
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Isotope Abundance Nuclear Spin
168Yb 0.1% 0
170Yb 3.0% 0
171Yb 14.3% 1/2
172Yb 21.8% 0
173Yb 16.1% 5/2
174Yb 31.8% 0
176Yb 12.8% 0

Table 1.1: Naturally occurring isotopes of ytterbium.

schemes, such as potentially being simpler, faster and more robust. The ba-

sic theory of EIT cooling is discussed in more depth in Chapter 2, along with

possible way of exploiting the same underlying mechanism for measuring the

temperature of a trapped ion.

In order to understand the EIT cooling scheme better, numerical mod-

elling of the cooling process has been undertaken, and the details and results

of this are given in Chapter 6. A scheme for implementing EIT cooling for
172Yb+ ions has been developed, and the first results from the implementa-

tion are described in Chapter 7. These include single-ion EIT fluorescence

spectra, and the observation of vibrational sidebands in the spectra.

1.4 Ytterbium

Ytterbium is a Lanthanide element, with an atomic number of 70. It is a soft,

malleable metal at room temperature, with a melting point of 1097 K. It was

first identified as an element in its own right in 1907, and is named after the

Swedish village of Ytterby (along with yttrium, erbium and terbium) [25].

There are 7 naturally-occurring stable isotopes of ytterbium, shown in Table

1.1.

Both 171Yb+ and 172Yb+ are studied in the following experiments.
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Figure 1.2: Gross energy level structure of the Yb+ ion, approximately
to scale. Arrows denote important transitions, with wavelengths shown in
nanometres.

1.4.1 Gross energy level structure

Two isotopes of singly-ionised ytterbium are used in the work in this thesis.

Both share a similar gross energy level structure, shown in Figure 1.2, and can

therefore utilise the same laser systems. The unique feature of the ytterbium

ion, compared to other commonly-used species, is that its lowest-lying excited

state is the 2F7/2 state. The only natural decay route open to this level is an

electric octupole (E3) transition to the ground state, with a wavelength of

467 nm. Due to the angular momentum difference, this transition is strongly

suppressed, and the 2F7/2 state has an estimated lifetime on the order of ten

years [26]. The natural linewidth of the transition is therefore on the order

of nanohertz, and the decay has a Q ∼ 1023 - the highest known Q for an

optical transition.
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Figure 1.3: Energy levels of 172Yb+. The Zeeman structure of the 2S1/2,
2P1/2

and 2D3/2 levels is indicated.

1.4.2 172Yb+

The even isotope of the ytterbium ion, 172Yb+, is the simpler of the two used

in this work as it has no hyperfine structure, and simple Zeeman structure,

shown in Figure 1.3. Due to its simple structure, 172Yb+ can be laser-cooled

(Section 2.4) with a relatively simple laser arrangement and without addi-

tional magnetic fields above the earth’s field. A laser on the 369 nm transition

is required for Doppler cooling, and a laser at 935 nm is necessary to main-

tain the cooling cycle when the ion falls from the 2P1/2 state to the 2D3/2

state, which occurs with a branching ratio of 1:150 [27, 28]. With the pres-

ence of the 935 nm laser, the cooling cycle is closed. However, if the ion

undergoes a collision with a background gas particle during the cooling, it

can be transferred to the 2F7/2 state. Once there the ion is effictively lost,
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due to the state’s long lifetime. For this reason, a laser at 638 nm can be

used to promote the ion to a higher state from which it will return to the

cooling cycle via either of the D-states.

1.4.3 171Yb+

The structure of the energy levels of 171Yb+ is shown in Figure 1.4. The

attraction of 171Yb+ as a frequency standard is that it has half-integer nuclear

spin, and so the 2S1/2 – 2F7/2 transition has a mF = 0 → mF = 0 component,

which is free from linear Zeeman shift. This isotope is preferred over 173Yb+

due to its simpler Zeeman structure.

Due to the hyperfine structure, 171Yb+ is more complex to laser cool

than 172Yb+. The 2S1/2(F = 1) – 2P1/2(F = 0) transition is chosen for

Doppler cooling, as the 2P1/2(F = 0) to 2S1/2(F = 0) decay is strictly

forbidden. This, along with the 935 nm laser on the 2D3/2(F = 1) to
3D[3/2]1/2(F = 0) transition, should be sufficient to maintain a closed cool-

ing cycle, as the 2P1/2(F = 0) level can only decay to the F = 1 D-state,

and the 3D[3/2]1/2(F = 0) to 2S1/2(F = 0) is forbidden. However, there is

a non-zero probability of the 369 nm laser exciting a spontaneous Raman

transition via the 2P1/2(F = 1) state, to either the 2D3/2(F = 2) level or

the 2S1/2(F = 0) level. The 935 nm laser is not resonant with transitions

from the 2D3/2(F = 2) level, and so the ion ceases fluorescing for the 52 ms

[28] lifetime of this state. This complicates the state-detection scheme for

this isotope (Section 3.5). The ion can also leave the cooling cycle by ex-

citation to the 2S1/2(F = 0) level. It is therefore necessary to return the

ion to the cooling cycle, and this can be done either with 12.6 GHz micro-

waves, or with a second laser tuned to the other hyperfine transition. In this

experiment, microwaves are used. The presence of hyperfine structure also

means that two wavelengths (around 638 nm) are required to return the ion

to the ground state from the 2F7/2(F = 3) state which is used as a frequency

standard. This is because the intermediate 1D[5/2]5/2 state can decay to the
2F7/2(F = 4) level.
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states.



Chapter 2

Theoretical background

This chapter covers the basic ideas and theory behind the main themes of

this thesis — ion trapping, optical frequency standards and ground–state

cooling.

2.1 Ion trap theory

2.1.1 Radiofrequency ion trapping

To manipulate and study a single ion for a significant period of time, it is

obviously necessary to confine it. However, it is not possible to construct an

electrostatic potential which is confining in all three dimensions due to the

requirement on the electric potential Φ that

∇2Φ = 0. (2.1)

The energy of a negatively charged particle, with charge −e in such a poten-

tial is

V = −eΦ. (2.2)

To be a trapping potential
∂2V

∂x2
i

> 0, (2.3)

12
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for xi = {x, y, z}, so a potential may only be confining in two dimensions

simultaneously due to Equation 2.1. To overcome this problem, radiofre-

quency (Paul) traps have been developed, in which the potential oscillates

rapidly between trapping in the z and x, y directions.

One of the simplest solutions to Equation 2.1 is a quadrupolar potential

with cylindrical symmetry. In cylindrical coordinates:

Φ =
C

2r2
0

(
r2 − 2z2

)
, (2.4)

where C represents the strength of the potential, and r0 represents the charac-

teristic size of the electrode structure producing the potential. The simplest

electrode structure is the original Paul trap [29] design, in which the surfaces

of a ring electrode and two hyperbolic ‘endcaps’ follow the equipotential sur-

faces of a pure quadrupole potential. The structure of the trap used in this

thesis is described in Section 3.1. Dependent on the sign of C, the potential

confines in either the radial (r) direction or the axial (z) direction. If C is a

radio-frequency potential, such as

C = E (UDC + URF cos(ωRFt)) , (2.5)

then the potential oscillates between confining in the r and z directions. The

parameter E is characteristic to a particular trap geometry and is known as

the efficiency of the trap. The efficiency relates the potentials applied to

the trap electrodes UDC and URF to the field experienced by an ion near the

centre of the trap. The efficiency of the original Paul trap is 1. The equations

of motion of a charged particle, of mass m and charge Q, in such a field can

be described in terms of the a and q parameters [30, 27]:

az = −2ar = −8QEUDC

mr2
0ω

2
RF

(2.6)

qz = −2qr = +
4QEURF

mr2
0ω

2
RF

(2.7)
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Figure 2.1: The region of stability for a cylindrically symmetric quadrupole
ion trap. The motion of a trapped ion is stable within the region bounded
by the four lines.

The equations of motion of the particle are of the form of Mathieu equations

d2xi

dt2
+

ω2
RF

4
(ai − 2qi cos ωRFt)xi = 0 (2.8)

where xi = {z, r}. These equations have stable solutions for a range of a

and q parameters, shown in Figure 2.1. A far more thorough treatment is

available in [31].

In the region of stability, the motion of the ion can be separated into

several components. For the z co-ordinate, the motion of an ion with mean

position z̄ is, assuming that za and z̄ are ‘small’,

z = z̄ + za cos ωzt− zaqz

4
[cos(ωRF + ωz)t + cos(ωRF − ωz)t]− z̄qz

2
cos ωRFt

(2.9)

Taking the terms in order, the first term z̄ simply represents the mean po-
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sition of the ion in the quadrupole potential, which is centred on z = 0.

The second term is the secular motion (or thermal motion) of the ion. The

frequency ωz is known as the secular frequency. It is much smaller than the

drive frequency ωRF, and it corresponds to the motion (with amplitude za)

of the ion in an effective harmonic potential known as the pseudopotential.

The pseudopotential arises from the time-averaged force experienced by the

ion in the trap, and is described in more detail in Section 2.1.2 below. The

third term represents the intrinsic micromotion of the ion, a driven motion

(by the RF trapping field) whose amplitude is related to the amplitude of

the secular motion. In fact, this motion plays the role of the potential for the

secular motion. The energy of the ion oscillates between the kinetic energy

of the secular motion and the energy (kinetic and potential) of the intrinsic

micromotion. The final term represents the excess micromotion of the ion,

and is a purely driven motion. It occurs when a DC potential displaces the

ion from the centre of the RF quadrupole field. This motion is examined

further in Section 2.1.4.

2.1.2 The harmonic oscillator pseudopotential

The pseudopotential can be approximated to be a harmonic oscillator poten-

tial in the region of the ion’s motion. That is V (z) = 1
2
mω2

zz
2 in the axial

direction, and similarly in the radial plane. It is the pseudopotential which

confines the ion in a radiofrequency ion trap. The atom’s motion is then

quantised and only able to occupy states of the harmonic oscillator, which

form an evenly spaced ladder of energy levels:

En = h̄ωsec

(
n +

1

2

)
. (2.10)

Here ωsec represents either ωr or ωz. The secular frequencies are determined

by the relation

ωsec =
βωRF

2
. (2.11)

The parameter β is a function of the a and q parameters (Equations 2.6 and

2.7). The solution is a non-terminating expansion in powers of q. To fourth
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order in q, for high-precision calculations (such as those in Section 4.3.1), the

expression is [32]

β =

(
a− a− 1

2(a− 1)2 − q2
q2 − 5a + 7

32(a− 1)3(a− 4)
q4

) 1
2

(2.12)

For most purposes, the lowest order approximation is sufficient:

β =

√
a +

q2

2
. (2.13)

Using Equations 2.6 and 2.7 with zero applied DC potential, the ratio of the

trap frequencies ωz/ωr is expected to be 2 using the low-order approximation.

The motion of the atom in this harmonic potential leads to sidebands

in its spectrum, spaced at the secular frequency. In the classical picture,

these sidebands are due to the modulation of the transition frequency by

the Doppler shift due to the motion of the ion in the pseudopotential. At

low vibrational quantum numbers this picture breaks down as discussed in

Section 2.4.6. An example spectrum is shown in Figure 2.2. There is in fact

a whole spectrum of sidebands at multiples of the secular frequency from

the carrier, but these are small when the ion is in the Lamb-Dicke regime

(Section 2.1.3).

2.1.3 The Lamb-Dicke Parameter

The Lamb-Dicke parameter occurs frequently in the theory of trapped ions,

and is related to classical modulation theory. It is a special case of the

classical modulation index βmod, for the ground vibrational state of a trapped

particle.

Classically, the height of any optical sidebands relative to their carrier

transition depends on the amplitude of the ion’s motion relative to the wave-

length of the light probing the transition. This is expressed in a modulation

index, βmod, defined by

βmod = kx0. (2.14)

where x0 is the amplitude of the ion’s motion, and k is the wavevector of the
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Figure 2.2: Spectrum of the radial sidebands of the 467 nm transition in a sin-
gle trapped Yb+ ion. The spectrum was recorded using the ‘quantum jumps’
technique (Section 2.3). A DC voltage had been applied to the endcaps to
equalise the axial and radial frequencies. Figure taken from [33].
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Figure 2.3: Variation of classical sideband height with modulation index
βmod. Figure taken from [34].

interrogating light. The height of the sidebands relative to the carrier varies

with βmod as shown in Figure 2.3.

If βmod is less than 1, the ion is said to be in the Lamb-Dicke regime. In this

regime, only first-order sidebands are of a significant size. Also, the carrier

is a Doppler-free feature and so the first-order Doppler effect is eliminated.

In the Lamb-Dicke regime, the quantisation of the ion’s secular motion

becomes important. The heights of the sidebands then correspond to the

transition strengths between different vibrational energy levels in the har-

monic pseudopotential. The sideband structure shown in Figure 2.3 is mod-

ified slightly in this regime, as described in Section 2.4.6. Most obviously,

when in the ground state, there is no red sideband, as there is no lower

vibrational state to couple to.

The Lamb-Dicke parameter η as defined in this thesis, and as commonly

used in the literature, is proportional to the classical modulation index of the

ground vibrational state1. It is a function of particle mass, trap frequency,

and the wavelength of the interrogating light:

η = k

√
h̄

2mωsec

, (2.15)

1Based on the most common definitions of both these quantities, η2 = β2
mod(n = 0)/2.
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where ωsec is the secular frequency of the trap, m the mass of the ion and k

the wavevector of the incoming light. It is not a function of the temperature

of the particle, or its vibrational state. If the light is at an angle θ to the

direction of motion, k is replaced by |k| cos θ.

2.1.4 Micromotion

Micromotion is the motion of the ion driven by the oscillating potential, and

was introduced in Section 2.1.1. It arises from the ion’s instantaneous po-

sition not coinciding with the saddle point of the oscillating trapping fields

(r = z = 0), either because of the secular motion of the ion (intrinsic micro-

motion) or because of stray DC potentials displacing the equilibrium point

of the ion’s motion (excess micromotion). Micromotion cannot be reduced

by laser cooling, though the intrinsic micromotion is a function of the secular

motion, which can be laser-cooled. Excess micromotion can be compensated

by application of DC potentials to compensation electrodes around the ion

trap, to move the ion back to the centre of the RF field by nulling the stray

fields. A phase mismatch of the RF trapping field between the electrodes

will also cause micromotion which is not compensatable with external DC

potentials, but can be compensated by applying an extra variable-phase AC

potential to one of the endcaps.

One manifestation of the micromotion is sidebands in the spectrum of

the ion, spaced at the driving frequency of the trap away from the carrier.

These occur as the transition is modulated in frequency by the Doppler shift

due to the ion’s motion. The size of the micromotion can be more accurately

measured (and hence minimised) using an rf-photon correlation technique.

There are several ways to detect micromotion, detailed in Section 3.3.1.

2.2 Optical frequency standards

For any frequency standard, there are three quantities to be considered –

stability, reproducibility and accuracy. To summarise briefly, stability is the

variation in frequency of a single source, accuracy is a measure of how closely
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the source realises some ideal (such as an unperturbed atom in a perfect

vacuum), and reproducibility is the typical frequency difference between two

sources of the same design.

For many applications, a highly stable frequency source is sufficient, but

a frequency standard should also have excellent accuracy and reproducibility.

2.2.1 Frequency stability

Allan deviation

The frequency stability (or instability) of any source may be characterised by

its Allan deviation σy(τ), which provides a measure of the frequency variation

between successive independent measurements with an averaging time τ [35].

For a mean frequency ν0, and independent measurements i = 0, 1 . . . N − 1,

the fractional frequency instability is

σ2
y(τ) =

1

2(N − 1)

N−1∑
i=1

(ν̄i − ν̄i−1)
2

ν2
0

(2.16)

The dependence on τ arises because for an individual measurement time TR,

τ = NTR. For any frequency standard it is obviously desirable to decrease

the measurement-to-measurement variation as much as possible. This is the

path which the 9.2 GHz caesium standard (the primary time standard) has

been following since its inception. However, both systematic frequency shifts,

particularly collisional shifts, and the difficulty of obtaining long interaction

times, have begun to limit the accuracy and stability (respectively) of the

caesium standard [9]. One obvious way to improve the available fractional

stability is to use an atomic transition with a higher ν0. This is the rationale

behind the development of optical frequency standards. It should be possible

to achieve the same fractional stability for shorter averaging times. Another

motivating factor is that with a wise choice of reference transition it should

be possible to obtain much smaller fractional systematic frequency shifts.
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Typical Allan deviation curves

An idealised Allan deviation curve has several regions, each characterised

by a particular slope. Typically, for atomic frequency standards, Ramsey

spectroscopy [36, 37] is used to measure the transition frequency. A meas-

urement with averaging time τ can therefore be a single interrogation with

Ramsey interrogation time TR = τ , or the average of several measurements

of interrogation time TR < τ . For short timescales, where the standard

is interrogation-time limited, σy(τ) decreases as τ−1. For longer averaging

times, where the Ramsey interrogation time TR is no longer increasing, the

increase in stability comes from averaging over many measurements, and the

Allan deviation varies as τ−1/2. At a certain level, most standards become

limited by ‘flicker’ noise, with a 1/f noise spectrum, possibly due to fluctu-

ating systematic shifts of the frequency. This produces a flat line on an Allan

deviation plot. At longer timescales still, the Allan deviation will increase,

due to longer-term drifts in the systematic frequency shifts.

Atomic standards

For the case of an atomic transition, interrogated by time-domain Ramsey

spectroscopy [36, 37], the quantum-limited frequency stability is [13]

σy(τ) =
1

2πν0

√
NaTRτ

, (2.17)

where Na is the number of atoms being interrogated (with assumed 100%

detection efficiency) and TR is the time period between Ramsey pulses. The

work described in this thesis utilises single trapped ytterbium ions, for which

Na = 1 and ν0 = 642 THz (Section 1.4.1). If the atoms are entangled in a

spin-squeezed state, the Allan deviation reduces linearly with Na [15].

There are several possible limitations to the Ramsey interrogation time

TR. It should not exceed the timescale of any decoherence processes, for

optimum stability, because the fringe contrast is reduced. This means that

both the atomic state lifetime and laser linewidth are limitations for optical

standards. The natural lifetime is a more fundamental limitation, while the
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laser linewidth is a technical limitation. In an atomic fountain, where the

atoms are launched vertically, the time between microwave interactions is

limited by gravity and the size of the equipment, to typically 1 s. An ion

trap can confine a single particle for very long periods of time (at least several

days) without cooling, and essentially indefinitely with regular laser cooling.

Long-timescale Fourier-limited optical standards

A Fourier-limited standard is one in which there is no loss of coherence due

to natural decay or laser-induced decoherence. All standards are Fourier-

limited over short timescales due to the short interrogation times available.

For standards with very long excited-state lifetimes, this regime can persist

to long measurement times. For all practical purposes, the lifetimes of the

excited states in the caesium microwave and ytterbium octupole optical stan-

dards are infinite. In this case, the Ramsey interrogation time TR is confined

only to be less than the total measurement time τ (TR ≤ τ). Figure 2.4

shows approximate projected stabilities for a caesium fountain microwave

standard, an optical transition with a limited interrogation time and an op-

tical transition with a long lifetime . The frequency instabilities of all the

standards initially decrease as τ−1. The optical standard with a limited in-

teraction time breaks from the τ−1 line at 1 s, and continues with a τ−1/2

slope, characteristic of averaging over multiple interrogations. The long life-

time standard, however, continues to decrease as τ−1 until it reaches the floor

due to systematic shifts. The graph clearly demonstrates the attraction of

a long-lifetime standard as the primary definition of time, as full advantage

can always be taken of any reductions in systematic shifts, provided that the

laser linewidth is not a limiting factor. Standards with limited interaction

times can only improve as τ−1/2 or N−1/2 as systematic shifts are minimised.

The graph also shows the benefits of using an optical, or even higher fre-

quency, reference over a microwave standard. It requires billions of atoms

(with unit detection efficiency) for a microwave standard to approach the

short-term stability of a single-particle optical standard. A long-lifetime op-

tical standard (with equally narrow probe laser) has an intrinsic uncertainty
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Figure 2.4: Approximate stabilities of frequency standards. (a) A 9.2 GHz
caesium standard with 106 atoms, and unit state-detection efficiency. (b) A
single-atom optical standard at 467 nm with an interrogation time limited
to 0.5 s. (c) An infinite-lifetime single-atom optical standard at 467 nm.
The microwave standard is limited to a 1 s interrogation time due to the
difficulty in obtaining longer interaction times in fountain-type standards.
The optical standards have baseline systematic uncertainties of 1× 10−17 in
this graph, and the caesium standard 5×10−16. Laser decoherence is ignored
as a limiting factor for the optical standards.

equal to the baseline systematic shifts (taken as 1 part in 1017 in this exam-

ple) at around 1 minute, the interaction-time limited optical standard reaches

the same level in 1000 seconds (∼ quarter of an hour), while the many-atom

microwave standard requires more than 106 s (almost two weeks) to reach

that level.

It should be noted that there is a significant movement towards building

optical clocks using large numbers of neutral atoms confined in an optical

lattice, and these could again offer improvements in short-term stability over

single-particle clocks, if high detection efficiency could be achieved.
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For a primary standard of time (or, equivalently, frequency), the short-

term stability offered by Fourier-limited optical standards is less important

than having very small baseline systematic shifts, and therefore excellent

accuracy and long-term stability. It is always possible to use some other

secondary standard or ‘local flywheel’ to obtain short-term stability where it

is needed. The biggest attraction of trapped-ion optical frequency standards

in general is the prospect of very low fractional systematic shifts (Chapter

4). It is still philosophically appealing, however, to be able to use a single

reference standard for all (or most) timescales without resort to a secondary

standard.

2.2.2 Obtaining ‘ticks’ - the femtosecond comb

One of the fundamental problems with using an optical frequency standard

as a primary definition of frequency (or, equivalently, time) until recently

was the difficulty in counting the ‘ticks’ of the clock. There are no electronic

methods of directly counting an optical frequency, unlike in the microwave

domain.

This problem necessitated the construction of frequency chains (e.g [38]),

in which microwave frequencies were coherently related to optical frequencies

via a series of harmonic-generation and frequency-mixing processes. The de-

vices were extremely complicated, and were built to measure specific optical

frequencies.

The situation improved dramatically with the development of the ‘fem-

tosecond comb’. The heart of such a device is a mode-locked femtosecond

laser. The output is a series of regularly spaced, phase-coherent pulses, of

typically a few tens of femtoseconds duration. This is illustrated in Figure

2.5. The output can be characterised by three parameters – the repetition

rate of the laser, fR (with associated time tR), the pulse length tpulse, and a

third parameter known as the carrier envelope offset frequency fceo.

The Fourier transform of a series of regularly-spaced delta functions is

another series of regularly spaced delta functions. By analogy, it is easy to see

that the Fourier transform of the output of a mode-locked femtosecond laser
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Figure 2.5: Output of a femtosecond comb. ∆φ is the phase slippage between
successive pulses.
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Figure 2.6: The spectral output of a mode-locked femtosecond laser is a series
of modes spaced by the repetition frequency fR, with an overall frequency
width set by the duration of an individual laser pulse tpulse, centred on the
optical frequency of the laser output.

(in which each pulse can be thought of as approximating a delta function)

will be a series of regular peaks in frequency space. The idealised ‘delta

function’ picture is modified by the non-zero pulse width of the laser, and

the result is shown in Figure 2.6. Centred on the optical frequency of the

laser output, a ‘comb’ of frequencies spaced by the repetition frequency fR

is obtained, within an envelope of width on the order of 1/tpulse. This is

typically a width of around 30 nm.

The light is focused into a section of ‘holey fibre’ - an optical fibre in

which the core is surrounded by a microstructured arrangement of air holes.

The fibre is highly non-linear, and it facilitates a variety of mixing processes

between the modes of the laser output. In this way, the 30 nm span of the

laser output can be broadened by the mixing to cover a complete octave

in optical frequency - from wavelengths longer than 1 µm to shorter than

500 nm. This new spectrum is still composed of discrete, coherent, modes

with the same frequency spacing as before.

It is then possible to measure the frequency of a laser anywhere in this

bandwidth by beating the light from the laser to be measured against the

femtosecond comb and measuring the beat frequency f∆. The process is
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Figure 2.7: Measurement of a laser frequency fL using a femtosecond comb.
The beat frequency between the comb mode and the laser is f∆.

illustrated in Figure 2.7. The frequency of the N th comb mode is given by

fN = N × fR + fceo (2.18)

It can be seen that fceo is the ‘zero-offset’ of the frequency comb. Its source

is the phase slippage ∆φ between successive laser pulses (Figure 2.5). The

frequency of the laser is given by

fL = N × fR + fceo ± f∆ (2.19)

If the frequency of the laser is known to better than fR from some other

method of measurement, then fL can be uniquely determined in terms of

fR. If the frequency is not roughly known beforehand, then it can still be

determined by varying fR and fceo. If fR and fceo are either stabilised to,

or counted in reference to, a stable frequency derived from, say, a caesium

fountain, then it is possible to determine optical frequencies directly in terms

of the primary definition of the SI second in a single step. Methods for

measuring fR and fceo are described in Section 3.11.
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2.3 Quantum jumps

To observe a narrow (and therefore weak) transition in a single ion is very

difficult with direct laser fluorescence or absorption techniques. Once excited

to the metastable state, the atom will typically decay after a few hundred

milliseconds, and then will emit only a single photon. Hence, the fluorescence

rate of the transition is extremely low. Also only a fraction of the solid

angle into which photons are emitted can practicably be covered by the

detection optics, and it is extremely difficult to detect the emitted light over

a background of scattered light at the same frequency from the probe laser.

The solution to this problem is the technique of electron shelving, or

quantum jumps [39, 40]. In this scheme, the atom is probed with a narrow

linewidth, tunable laser. To detect whether the atom has made a transition

to the metastable state, a laser corresponding to an allowed electric dipole

transition also illuminates the atom. Resonance fluorescence from this tran-

sition, which can easily be detected, is monitored. If the atom does ‘jump’ to

the metastable state, the electron is no longer available for cycling through

the dipole transition, and so the resonance fluorescence ceases. Once the

atom is returned to the ground state, the fluorescence reappears. A sequence

of quantum jumps is shown in Figure 2.8. By monitoring the frequency of

these jumps as the narrow probe laser is tuned, the spectrum of the weak

transition may be recorded. Examples of these spectra are shown in Figures

2.2, 3.7, and 3.8

2.4 Ground-state cooling

2.4.1 A definition of ground-state cooling

Any definition of ground-state cooling is somewhat arbitrary, but it is usually

taken to mean that there is a substantial probability of a particle being in

the n = 0 vibrational state. For the following discussions, n̄ < 1 is taken as

defining the regime of ground-state cooling.
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Figure 2.8: Quantum jumps of a single ion, taken from [34]. These are jumps
to the 2F7/2 state in 172Yb+ with a repumper laser at 638 nm constantly
illuminating the ion to depopulate the state.
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2.4.2 Doppler cooling

To understand the attraction of ground-state cooling, it is necessary to ap-

preciate the performance of alternative cooling methods. The simplest (and

most used) method of laser cooling is Doppler cooling. This forms the base-

line from which ground-state cooling can progress. A laser is tuned to the

red (low-frequency) side of an allowed dipole transition, with a linewidth

Γ À ωsec (this is known as the weak binding regime). When the atom is

moving towards the laser, the photons are blue-shifted (in the atom’s frame)

by the Doppler effect and the ion absorbs photons more frequently. On

absorption, the photon’s momentum is transferred to the atom, slowing it

down. When the atom decays, the corresponding photon is emitted in a

random direction, on average transferring no momentum to the atom. When

the atom is moving away from the laser, any absorbed photons increase the

atom’s momentum, but the rate of absorption decreases due to the increased

detuning of the photons from the transition caused by the Doppler shift. On

average, the atom is cooled. For a transition of (FWHM) linewidth Γ, opti-

mum cooling occurs for a detuning Γ/2. In this situation, the lowest energy

per degree of freedom that can be reached is [41, 42]

EDoppler =
h̄Γ

4
(2.20)

For a trapped ion in a harmonic potential, with average vibrational quantum

number n̄, the total (kinetic and potential) energy is

ETrap =

(
n̄ +

1

2

)
h̄ωsec (2.21)

The kinetic energy of the Doppler limit can be equated with the kinetic

energy of a trapped particle to give the limit in terms of n. Then, the

average vibrational excitation number for each degree of freedom is given by
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[42]

n̄ =
2EDoppler

h̄ωsec

(2.22)

=
Γ

2ωsec

(2.23)

For singly-ionised ytterbium, Γ ∼ 2π× 20 MHz, and typical secular frequen-

cies in rf traps are ωsec ∼ 2π× 1 MHz. Doppler cooling can therefore reach a

minimum mean vibrational quantum number n̄ ∼ 10, which does not satisfy

any sensible criterion for ground-state cooling. It is possible to achieve near

ground-state Doppler cooling in a sufficiently strong trap, however [43].

2.4.3 Direct sideband cooling

Conceptually the simplest form of ground-state cooling, sideband cooling

is the basis for all other forms of ground-state cooling described here. As

explained in Section 2.1.2, sidebands appear in the spectrum of a narrow

transition when a particle is confined. The sidebands on the optical spec-

trum correspond to transitions between the vibrational levels of the trap.

Specifically, if a two-level atom has a ground state |g〉 and excited state |e〉,
with vibrational states labelled by n, then exciting on a sideband corresponds

to the transition |g, n〉 → |e, n′〉. Hence, if a laser is tuned to the first lower

sideband, it will excite the |g, n〉 → |e, n − 1〉 transition. When the atom

spontaneously decays, it has the highest probability of decaying on the car-

rier (i.e. with no change in n), and so on average one quantum (h̄ωsec) of

vibrational energy is taken from the ion’s motion in each cycle. The cooling

process is illustrated in Figure 2.9.

To sideband cool, it is necessary to be able to resolve the sidebands. This

imposes the strong binding condition on the atomic transition to be used for

the cooling, which is

Γ ¿ ωsec, (2.24)

where Γ is the linewidth of the transition and ωsec the secular frequency

of the trap. For this reason, sideband cooling cannot use the electric dipole
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Figure 2.9: Spontaneous decay is an essential part of sideband cooling, as it
is all cooling processes.

transitions typically used for Doppler cooling. Usually, an electric quadrupole

transition is used, with a lifetime of the order of 1 s. Most traps have secular

frequencies of a few MHz, and so the strong binding condition is satisfied

and the sidebands are resolved.

Because the transitions used for sideband cooling have narrow linewidths

in order to satisfy the strong binding condition, the rate of spontaneous decay

out of the excited state is small. Hence, using a simple two-level system as

described does not lead to efficient cooling in most cases.

Most ions used for trapping and cooling experiments are alkali-like, and

hence have a relatively simple term structure. The sideband cooling tran-

sition is often chosen to be an S → D quadrupole transition, the Doppler

cooling being performed on the dipole-allowed S → P . In general, the ion

has hyperfine structure and may also be in a magnetic field, so the transi-

tions are between specific Zeeman sublevels or hyperfine levels. By coupling

the D state to another sublevel of the P state with a ‘quenching’ laser, the

effective decay rate of the D state can be increased because the P state has

a rapid decay to the ground state. This offers the opportunity to ‘design’ an

effective two-level system with arbitrary linewidth for optimal cooling from

a three-level system [44]. There is a trade-off to be made in increasing the

effective decay rate Γ between the metastable level and the ground state,

however. As the effective linewidth is increased, the rates of off-resonant
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driving of the carrier and blue sideband increase. The lowest value of n̄ (the

average vibrational quantum number) which can be reached is given by [45]

n̄ =

(
Γ

2ωsec

)2

. (2.25)

The intensity of the quenching laser is chosen as a compromise between the

cooling rate and the final value of n̄. It is also possible to quickly ramp the

intensity of the quenching laser to optimise both speed and the final n̄ [46].

Sideband cooling has been implemented experimentally several times,

with good results [47, 48, 49, 50].

More detailed information on the theory of sideband cooling can be found

in Chapter 6, which details the theory behind the numerical modelling of

various cooling processes.

2.4.4 Raman sideband cooling

Raman sideband cooling is conceptually similar to direct sideband cooling,

in terms of exciting transitions between different vibrational levels of two

internal atomic states. The difference is that the sideband is resolved on

a Raman transition. Like direct sideband cooling, it depends critically on

spontaneous decay (or, more accurately, a spontaneous Raman transition).

Figure 2.10 shows the basic Raman sideband cooling system. It requires

three laser beams, though typically both the Raman beams will be derived

from the same laser via an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The cooling pro-

cess depends on resolving the sidebands, and so the strong binding condition

applies. The linewidth of the Raman transition, though, is very small, and

in practice this is not a limiting factor on the cooling. The limit is due to

off-resonant heating (driving other sidebands), and is given by

n̄ ≈
(

Ω

ωsec

)2

, (2.26)

where Ω is the Rabi coupling strength of the Raman beam pair [51].

In a Raman process, at least two of the beams are usually derived from a
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Figure 2.10: Raman cooling scheme. Beams R1 and R2 form a Raman pair,
tuned such that they excite |g, n〉 to |e, n− 1〉 transitions. The excited state
|e〉 is repumped by the beam S, via a spontaneous Raman transition. This
resets the cycle, allowing cooling to continue.

single source by a coherent process (such as in an AOM), and therefore have

very high mutual coherence.

Raman cooling has been experimentally implemented with good perfor-

mance [52, 53].

2.4.5 EIT Cooling

Recently, another method of ground state cooling has been proposed [21, 54],

which exploits electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) on a strong

transition (Γ À ωsec). EIT is a quantum interference effect, whereby the

absorption of an atom is cancelled at one frequency by strongly driving it at

another. It belongs to a class of multiple path interference effects in atoms

which includes coherent population trapping (CPT) and stimulated Raman

adiabatic passage (STIRAP) [23].

The EIT scheme is shown in Figure 2.11. A strong coupling laser links

the excited state |e〉 and metastable state |r〉. A much weaker probe beam

(typically, Ωg ≈ 0.1Ωr) links |g〉 and |e〉. Both lasers are blue detuned from

resonance with |e〉. This generates an absorption profile similar to that shown

in Figure 2.12 [55], with a dip in absorption at ∆g = ∆r (both lasers equally

detuned from resonance). This is the induced transparency. In EIT cooling,
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Figure 2.11: EIT cooling scheme. The coupling laser and probe laser have
Rabi coupling strengths Ωr and Ωg, respectively. The upper state has a
linewidth Γ. EIT is induced when the detunings of the lasers ∆g and ∆r

above resonance with |e〉 are equal.

both lasers are tuned to this point. The detuning is of the order of a few

natural linewidths of |e〉.
In addition to the transparency, there is a strong, narrow (Γ < ωsec) ab-

sorption feature close to the frequency of the coupling laser. This absorption

is narrow enough that its red sideband can be resolved (it is harder to resolve

the blue sideband due to the asymmetry of the profile). The separation of

the transparency and the narrow resonance is given by the AC Stark shift

(light shift) ∆AC of |e〉 created by the coupling laser.

∆AC =

√
∆2

r + Ω2
r − |∆r|

2
. (2.27)

By tuning the intensity (and hence Rabi frequency) of the coupling laser,

the position of this narrow resonance can be altered. By setting it such that

∆AC = ωsec, the cooling laser is brought into resonance with the red sideband

of the narrow transition, while absorption on the carrier is (close to) zero.

This eliminates one of the major sources of heating in ion-trap laser cooling

experiments, whereby an atom is excited off-resonantly on the carrier and

then decays on the blue sideband, increasing the ion’s motional state.

Once excited on the red sideband, the atom decays with natural linewidth
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Figure 2.12: Main figure: EIT absorption profile for a free atom. This was
generated by the model described in Chapter 6. Inset: The same profile,
showing the first-order red sideband (dashed line) which appears when the
atom is confined in a harmonic trap of frequency ωsec. The absorption peak
is split from the transparency by the AC Stark shift ∆AC .
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Γ. Hence the decay is fast and the cooling rate can be high. For a common

detuning from resonance ∆, the cooling limit is given by [54]:

n̄ =
Γ

4∆2
(2.28)

The theory of EIT cooling is discussed in further detail in Chapter 6, which

also covers numerical modelling of the EIT cooling process. EIT cooling has

been experimentally demonstrated just once [22].

2.4.6 Temperature measurement

The thermal motion of a trapped ion produces sidebands in the spectrum of

a narrow optical transition, as discussed in Section 2.1.3. These sidebands

encode information about the extent of the thermal motion of the ion, or

its temperature. Specifically, the heights of the sidebands in the spectrum

of a trapped ion with ground-state Lamb-Dicke parameter η and average

vibrational quantum number n̄ are, to first order in η2:

First order red sideband: η2n̄ (2.29)

Carrier: 1− η2(2n̄ + 1) (2.30)

First order blue sideband: η2(n̄ + 1) (2.31)

This is illustrated in Figure 2.13. The height of an individual sideband in

relation to the carrier allows determination of n̄ provided that η is already

known. The asymmetry of the red and blue sidebands provides a method of

measuring the temperature without knowledge of η. The ratio of the height

of the red sideband to the height of the blue sideband is r = n̄/(n̄ + 1), and

therefore

n̄ =
r

1− r
(2.32)

Quantum jump spectroscopy of the red and blue sidebands of a narrow transi-

tion is therefore a good method of determining the temperature of a trapped

ion, independent of knowledge of any trap parameters. It is particularly

sensitive for low n̄, where the red sideband vanishes. For higher excitation
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Figure 2.13: Asymmetry of red and blue vibrational sidebands for η = 0.2,
with n = 5 and n = 0.

numbers, the ratio of the sidebands to the carrier can be a more accurate

measure of n̄, as the fractional asymmetry of the sidebands shrinks and is

masked by experimental noise or counting statistics.

The coherent interaction strength of the sidebands is a function of the

vibrational state n (note we are no longer discussing the average n̄). The

Rabi frequency of an ion, with vibrational quantum number n and ground-

state Lamb-Dicke parameter η, driven on its motional sidebands is, for a light

intensity which gives Rabi frequency Ω0 in a free atom:

First order red sideband: Ω0η
√

n (2.33)

Carrier: Ω0

[
1− η2

(
n +

1

2

)]
(2.34)

First order blue sideband: Ω0η
√

n + 1 (2.35)

Typically, an ion will be in a thermal distribution over all n. Each part of
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the probability distribution will contribute its own frequency of oscillation

when the transition is coherently driven. This leads to dephasing, and the

visibility of the oscillation will decrease as a function of time [49]. This can be

used to measure the temperature of the ion. Given a sufficiently high-quality

data set, the entire population distribution of the ion over vibrational states

could in principle be established. It is usually easier, however, to assume an

appropriate distribution function (typically a thermal distribution) and then

fit that to the observed data.

The coherent oscillation method of temperature determination can be

more accurate than the simple spectroscopic method in practice, largely be-

cause the data rate is significantly higher. Coherent oscillations can be driven

very quickly, and this is necessary to avoid laser-induced decoherence. Direct

spectroscopy, meanwhile, should generally be performed below saturation.

2.4.7 EIT temperature measurement

For the Yb+ system in particular, it is interesting to consider alternative

techniques of measuring the temperature of a trapped ion to those discussed

in Section 2.4.6. The octupole transition is weak, and cannot be driven at a

high rate. Coherent excitation of the transition is not an option, currently.

The detection efficiency of quantum jump spectroscopy is very high, how-

ever, and essentially background-free. This makes spectroscopy of the vibra-

tional sidebands of the octupole transition an accurate and reliable method

of temperature measurement, especially at low temperatures. Despite these

benefits, it is not very quick, adds to the complexity of experimental control

sequences, and requires another laser system to be operational during exper-

iments. Therefore, a method of inferring the temperature from EIT spectra

could be useful.

It should be possible to infer the temperature of a trapped ion by ob-

serving the fluorescence from the ion when illuminated with an EIT beam

pair. The simplest experiment is one in which after a few milliseconds of EIT

cooling, by which time a steady state should have been reached, the fluores-

cence is simply integrated over a suitable time period, without altering the
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frequencies of the lasers from the EIT cooling configuration. The fluorescence

is then a measure of the magnitude of the red sideband of the transition. By

comparing this with the fluorescence from the peak of the EIT spectrum,

and with knowledge of the Lamb-Dicke parameter, the temperature of the

ion (in one dimension) can be found.

As the act of probing the spectrum alters the height of the sidebands, this

is not applicable as a general measurement technique. It can be extended

to more general applicability by time-gating the EIT fluorescence collection.

This allows the generation (by repeating the experimental sequence many

times) of a curve of the fluorescence rate as a function of time. This can

be extrapolated to zero time, and hence the original height inferred. The

technique can therefore be used to measure the temperature of an ion after

any arbitrary experimental procedure.

The limiting factor in this method is the fluorescence background. There

is always a certain level of background scatter, due to the trap electrodes,

vacuum windows and so on. There may also be off-resonant scatter from

energy levels not involved in the three-level EIT system. Because of this,

photon-counting statistics set an upper limit on the temperature which can

be measured for a given integration time. A similar method was used in

experiments with trapped indium ions [48], where direct single-photon scat-

tering from a moderately narrow transition (a few hundred kilohertz) was

used both for sideband cooling and to measure the final temperature.



Chapter 3

Experimental Details

This chapter covers the basic layout and equipment used for the majority of

the experiments described in this thesis. After covering the overall scheme,

the details of the trap, basic experimental procedures, lasers, the control sys-

tem and the femtosecond comb are given. Any deviations from this layout for

a particular experiment are mentioned in the relevant chapter. In particular,

the cooling laser system was altered for the EIT experiments, and the details

of this are given in Chapter 7.

The arrangement of the experimental apparatus is illustrated in Figure

3.1. The 467 nm and 369 nm beams are combined in a polarising beamsplit-

ter, before being focused into the trap by an achromatic lens system. The

ion fluorescence is collected by a large-aperture lens, and focused through a

pinhole onto a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The 635 nm and 935 nm beams

are both fibre-coupled to the trap, before being combined in a dichroic beam

splitter and focused onto the ion. The wavelengths of all the beams are

measured on a wavemeter. The 12.6 GHz microwaves required to maintain

the Doppler cooling cycle in 171Yb+ are fed into the trap via an external

rectangular waveguide.

The probe and cooling lasers were measured using a NIST air-track

wavemeter, with a central carriage carrying two retroreflectors. This is used

to obtain fringe patterns from both the light being measured and a refer-

ence helium-neon laser, the ratio of the fringe count rates being measured

41
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Figure 3.1: Schematic layout of the ytterbium ion trap experiment. The
probe laser is shown in more detail in Figure 3.6. AOM = Acousto optic
modulator, SH = Mechanical shutter, PMT = photomultiplier tube, GT =
Glan-Thompson polarising beam splitter, AL = Achromatic lens, HeNe =
Helium-Neon reference laser.

with a 1 s gate time on a HP5131A frequency counter. This is accurate to

approximately 3 parts in 108. Initially, the 638 nm and 935 nm lasers were

measured on a 6-digit Burleigh wavemeter, but were later transferred to the

NIST wavemeter.

3.1 Endcap ion trap

There are several designs of radiofrequency trap in common usage. The

original design (Paul trap) uses electrodes with hyperbolic surfaces - two
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‘endcaps’ and a ring electrode in between them - to produce a very pure

quadrupole potential. A D.C. voltage is applied to the endcaps, and the

oscillating voltage to the ring. This design has the problem of poor optical

access to the ion, though it can hold very large numbers of ions due to the

purity of the quadrupole field.

The design used in the ytterbium ion traps at NPL is a variant known

as the ‘endcap trap’. The geometry is illustrated in Figure 3.2. This design

was originally described in [56], and has the benefit of good optical access

to the ion. The characteristic dimension of such a trap is z0, illustrated in

Figure 3.2. For the ion trap used in this work, z0 = 0.56 mm. The trap is

constructed from tantalum, chosen partly because of its low contact potential

with ytterbium. In addition to the electrodes shown in the simple schematic

in Figure 3.2, there are two orthogonal compensation electrodes in the radial

plane of the trap for micromotion compensation, shown in the photograph

in Figure 3.3. It is also possible to adjust the potentials of the upper and

lower outer endcaps independently both for axial micromotion compensation

and to alter the axial and radial secular frequencies (Section 2.1). The trap

is driven by a transistor oscillator, with VRF = 300 V, and ωRF = 12.8 MHz.

The efficiency E of the trap has been measured to be 0.63 ± 0.3, and with

the outer endcaps grounded, the secular frequencies for a single ytterbium

ion are ωz = 2ωr = 1.84 MHz. The trap has ovens for both 171Yb and 172Yb.

These each use a piece of isotopically enriched (∼ 80% purity) ytterbium foil

as the atom source.

The trap is loaded by electron impact ionisation. A current of 7.8 A is

passed through the oven for 60 s, and during the final 15 s of this, a current of

4 A is passed through a coiled tungsten filament near the trap, which is not

biased. This emits a thermionic electron current, and these electrons ionise

the neutral ytterbium atoms passing nearby. Generally, this procedure loads

several ions into the trap. By switching off the laser cooling light for a few

minutes, it is usually possible to obtain a single ion.
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(a) (b)

VRF
2z0

Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of an endcap trap. (a) Viewing from the
radial direction. (b) Viewing along the axis. A radiofrequency voltage VRF

is applied to the central pin, while the outer endcaps are, in the simplest
case, grounded.
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Figure 3.3: Photograph of a model of the ytterbium endcap ion trap. The
filaments (out-of-focus) are used as electron sources for ionising the atoms
released from the ovens. C1 and C2 are micromotion compensation electrodes
for the radial plane. The inner and outer endcaps of the upper and lower
trapping electrodes can be seen in the centre of the picture.
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Figure 3.4: Beam paths. (a) Side view, cross-section, looking towards the
PMT. (b) Top view, looking down the z axis of the trap. Beams are labelled
by their wavelength in nanometres.

3.2 Beam paths

The beam paths used in the experiment are shown in Figure 3.4. The three

Doppler cooling beams at 369 nm allow for three-dimensional micromotion

compensation (Section 3.4). The ‘horizontal’ 369 nm beam is used as a tracer

for aligning the 467 nm beam on the ion, and as the coupling beam for EIT

experiments. The ‘up’ beam is used for Doppler cooling, and the ‘down’

beam as the probe beam in EIT experiments. The microwaves are sent into

the trap from an external rectangular waveguide pointing towards the PMT.
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The transition rate on the octupole transition is very low, and it does

not provide a large enough signal to align the 467 nm beam on the ion

(certainly not until it is properly aligned and the transition has been located

in frequency relative to the reference cavity). For this reason, the 369 nm

beam is used as a ‘tracer’ - it is aligned on the ion by monitoring the ion’s

fluorescence signal, and then the 467 nm beam is aligned with it. Firstly,

the 369 nm and 467 nm beams in the horizontal beam path are combined in

a calcite Glan-Thompson polarising beamsplitter. Using a temporary mirror

after the beamsplitter, they are then made collinear over a ∼ 5 m beam path,

by multiple reflections along the optical table. This done, the beams pass

into an achromatic doublet lens (for 369 nm and 467 nm), designed to focus

the beams to a 5 µm spot at the trap centre. A temporary mirror is inserted

after this lens, and the foci of the two beams are checked for coincidence using

a micrometer-mounted knife edge. The alignment is verified by checking the

transmission of both the beams through a 5 µm pinhole. By following this

procedure, aligning the 369 nm beam on the ion using a final mirror before

the ion trap and adjusting the focus using a micrometer mounted beneath the

achromatic lens assembly, it is possible to have confidence in the alignment

of the 467 nm beam on the ion.

3.3 Fluorescence detection

For all the complexity and number of inputs to the experiment, there is just

a single output - the ion’s fluorescence signal at 369 nm. There are several

different methods of counting this fluorescence, each with their own uses,

which are described below.

For all of these methods, what is actually being counted are discrete pulses

from the photomultiplier tube (PMT) attached to the trap. This signal has

three sources:

Fluorescence Photons emitted by the ion in the direction of the collection

optics. A filter is in place such that only photons at around 369 nm are

counted. The longer wavelengths involved in the experiment, at which
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the ion can also scatter significant numbers of photons (935 nm) are

blocked. The peak fluorescence rates observed in the experiment are

∼ 35, 000 counts per second for 172Yb+, and ∼ 6, 000 counts per second

for 171Yb+.

Environmental light Photons in the passband of the filter which do not

come from the ion. The biggest contribution to this is scattered laser

light at 369 nm. Light reflects from the trap electrodes, which are

close to the ion and therefore close to the ‘field of view’ of the col-

lection system. This is mostly due to the spatial extent of the beam

(the tightly-focused beam has practically no background of this sort)

as the wings clip the trap electrodes, and partly due to scatter from

the vacuum windows onto the trap. Most of the 369 nm windows are

at Brewster’s angle to minimise this, or are anti-reflection coated. This

contribution to the signal is proportional to the laser power, but is

typically 100 counts per second for the ‘up’ Doppler cooling beam, and

unmeasurable for the tightly focused beam. Any room light which en-

ters the trap and scatters in the direction of the PMT can also increase

the signal, but this is a very small contribution.

PMT noise The PMT also has a ‘dark signal’ even when no light falls on

it. In our experiment this is very low, below 1 count per second.

The output of the PMT can therefore be broken down into two compo-

nents - signal (fluorescence) and background (everything else). In normal

operation, the signal is much larger than the background, but there are ob-

vious problems when trying to detect small signals.

3.3.1 Scattering rate measurement

A basic rate measurement is the simplest form of photon detection. The

method involves recording the number of events in a set time period, and

extracting an average scattering rate from this. All timing information about

the individual photons is lost. This is the method used for obtaining spectra

of the cooling transition, and for quantum-jump detection (Section 2.3).
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3.3.2 Correlated measurement

In a correlated measurement, accurate timing information about the detec-

tion of each photon is obtained. This can be used to obtain correlation data

either within the data set itself, or against some other signal.

RF-photon correlation

In this technique, the arrival of a photon is measured relative to the phase of

a radiofrequency signal, often the ion trap drive frequency (12.8 MHz). There

are several ways of implementing this, either with counter-timer electronics,

or a time-to-amplitude convertor (TAC) and multichannel analyser hardware.

In these experiments, it was almost always the latter, due to the higher time

resolution available. The TAC is started at a particular phase of the trap

drive cycle, and stopped on the detection of a photon. In this way, any

correlation of the fluorescence rate with the trap drive becomes clear when

the fluorescence rate is plotted against arrival time relative to the rf signal.

Micromotion (Section 2.1.4) gives rise to exactly such a correlation, as the

fluorescence rate is modified by the Doppler shift due to the ion’s motion

towards or away from the cooling laser. The rf-photon correlation technique

is a very sensitive method of detecting micromotion [30].

Photon-photon correlation

In this technique, it is the intervals between successive photons which are

recorded. A histogram of the intervals can be constructed, which can reveal

correlations at any frequency, as opposed to the single frequency sensitivity

of the rf-photon correlation technique. In particular, the Fourier transform

of the histogram will reveal any correlations within the limits set by the

time resolution, total time span, and the noise level, which is set by the

number of signal and background photons recorded. The technique can be

useful for detecting the secular vibrational frequencies of an ion. For this,

it is necessary for the ion to be relatively hot, so the signal is sufficiently

strong to be detected. By inducing large micromotion, it is possible to tune

the laser to a frequency where there is ‘local heating’, but above a certain
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temperature the ion is cooled again. Monitoring the fluorescence of the ion

in this regime will reveal peaks in the Fourier transform of the fluorescence

histogram at the ion’s secular frequencies (subject to the beam having an

appropriate direction), and a large peak at the trap drive frequency.

Triggered photon detection

Triggered photon detection involves measuring the arrival times of photons

relative to some external trigger signal, for example a digital I/O signal from

the experimental control system. The system then measures the interval be-

tween the trigger and the first photon, and the intervals between successive

photons. It is then possible to reconstruct the entire time sequence with

reference to the trigger. This enables measurement of the fluorescence evolu-

tion over short timescales synchronised with the switching of beams, or other

events, in the experiment.

3.4 Micromotion minimisation

In order to minimise micromotion, there are two orthogonal ‘compensation

electrodes’ in the radial plane of the trap, and it is also possible to apply po-

tentials to the upper and lower outer endcaps of the trap. Each electrode (or

pair in the radial direction) corresponds to a particular cooling beam in the

minimisation procedure. The rf-photon correlation technique (Section 3.3.2)

is used to detect the amplitude of micromotion along one beam direction,

and then the relevant compensation electrode is adjusted until there is no

detectable micromotion in that direction, or until it is below some reasonable

threshold. The next direction is then adjusted, and the procedure is iterated

either in two dimensions, using the ‘Up’ and ‘Horizontal’ Doppler cooling

beams, or in 3D using the ‘Down’ beam as a probe to adjust the outer end-

cap voltages. In this way it is possible to minimise micromotion in all three

directions simultaneously. Typical compensation voltages, some hours after

loading the trap, are 5–20 V for the radial compensation electrodes and 0–

0.5 V on one of the endcaps. For most measurements, the endcaps were left
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at zero volts, and minimisation done in two dimensions only (the ‘horizontal’

467 nm probe beam direction and the ‘up’ Doppler cooling direction).

3.5 Setting the fluorescence threshold

Fluorescence from the Doppler cooling transition at 369 nm is monitored

to observe quantum jumps. The simple scattering rate method (Section

3.3.1) is used to measure the number of photons collected in a specific time

interval. The control system must then decide whether or not a quantum

jump has occurred. This is achieved by comparing the measured rate to a

pre-computed threshold value. To do this, both the fluorescence rate, and the

background count rate must be known, so they are measured beforehand. If

the expected number of counts in a given period when the ion is fluorescing

is NF , then the standard deviation on this count is
√

NF , assuming the

fluorescence obeys Poissonian statistics. Similarly, the background has an

expected count NB and standard deviation
√

NB. The threshold T should

be set an equal number of standard deviations S (the safety factor) from each

of these expectation values for the minimum probability of mis-identifying a

quantum jump. That is

T = NB + S
√

NB = NF − S
√

NF (3.1)

The safety factor is given by

S =
NF −NB√
NF +

√
NB

(3.2)

For a low probability of mis-identifying a quantum jump, S should be no

less than 3. The detection time should be set so that enough photons are

collected to make this true.

The above is based on the assumption of Poissonian statistics, and a

constant underlying count rate. While this holds true for 172Yb+, it is not

true for 171Yb+. During the cooling cycle, it is possible, via an off-resonant

excitation, for the ion to decay to the 2D3/2(F = 2) level (Section 1.4.3).
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Figure 3.5: Simulated fluorescence data set for 171Yb+. A quantum jump
to the 2F7/2 state occurs between about 1 s and 3 s. The parameters were
a 1000 s−1 count rate from the 369 nm transition, on a 100 s−1 background
scatter count rate, a 2D3/2(F = 2) state lifetime of 50 ms, and a 5 s−1 decay
rate into the 2D3/2(F = 2)-state. The simulated data was integrated over
100 ms bins. Line (a) shows the standard threshold calculation, (b) is 4σ
above the background level, while (c) is set close to the background level.
Both (a) and (c) would incorrectly register two quantum jumps for this data
set.

Once there, it is not resonant with a repumper laser, and fluorescence ceases

for the lifetime of the state (52 ms). The ion has undergone a quantum jump,

but not to the state of interest. These jumps can be distinguished from those

to the F state by their lifetime.

Several issues affect the choice of fluorescence threshold. Figure 3.5 shows

a simulated fluorescence data set, with several choices of threshold. The

errors which can occur are as follows. When the threshold is set:

Below the background level No jumps are detected.
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Close to the background level Shown as line (c) in Figure 3.5. Two dif-

ferent errors occur in this situation. Firstly, a jump may be missed, as

the statistical fluctuations of the background count prevent detection.

In this case, it may be detected on the next interrogation and assigned

to the wrong probe frequency. Secondly, while waiting for fluorescence

to return, the level may briefly rise above the threshold. In this case the

jump is counted twice, or more, with the extra jumps possibly being

attributed to the wrong probe laser frequency. The longer it takes for

fluorescence to return, the higher the probability of this occurring.

Close to the minimum ‘D-jump’ level Shown as line (a) in Figure 3.5.

Assuming that the detection time is significantly longer than the life-

time of the 2D3/2(F = 2) level, then any detection bin in which such

a jump occurs will have a noticeably lower level than the average fluo-

rescence rate. It is then possible to identify D-jumps as F-jumps if the

threshold is incorrectly set.

When using the Visual Basic software to control the experiment (Section

3.10) the threshold was set manually. The newer software used two thresholds

to minimise the error rate. The first threshold was used in the first detection

cycle only, and can be thought of as the jump detection threshold. This was

set to a certain number of standard deviations (four) above the background

level (line (b) in Figure 3.5), ensuring that jumps are hardly ever missed

without creating a D-jump background. The second is the return threshold.

This is set much higher (using the standard algorithm described above —

line (a) in Figure 3.5), and detects the return of the ion’s fluorescence. This

minimises the probability of double-counting any quantum jumps.

3.6 467 nm probe laser

The optical layout of the 467 nm probe laser system is shown in Figure 3.6.

The Ti:Sapphire laser is a monolithic block resonator (MBR) design [57, 58],

constructed from aluminium. It is pumped by 12 to 13 W of light from an

argon-ion laser, and typically produces 800 mW of 934 nm light. This is
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frequency-doubled in a resonant cavity with a crystal of potassium niobate,

with an output of 40 mW at 467 nm.

The blue light can optionally be sent, via a double-passed AOM, to a

molecular tellurium modulation transfer spectroscopy (MTS) system [34].

This can be used as a local frequency reference, to aid in locating the octupole

transition. The reference cavity is unsuitable for this purpose due to long-

term isothermal drifts, while the wavemeter does not have sufficient accuracy.

The MTS system can locate the octupole transition to within approximately

1 MHz at 467 nm. With a narrower probe laser, it becomes impractical to

search this entire range, and so for later measurements, the femtosecond comb

was used to make a preliminary determination of the absolute frequency of

the reference cavity, and the tellurium system was not used.

3.6.1 Frequency stabilisation

The commercial Ti:sapphire laser is stabilised by its own electronics to an

internal tunable low-finesse reference cavity [58], and has a frequency width

of around 200 kHz at 934 nm.

The laser linewidth is narrowed further by a Pound-Drever-Hall [59, 60]

lock to a high-finesse (F = 250000) reference cavity, an avalanche photodi-

ode being used for detection of the light reflected from the cavity. The error

signal is fed back to AOM1, via a ‘bypass topology’ loop filter [59] and the

frequency-modulation input of the voltage-controlled oscillator which drives

AOM1. The output of the loop filter is compared to a reference voltage,

and integrated, and this signal is fed back to the Ti:sapphire laser’s inter-

nal reference cavity piezo, so that AOM1 does not go out of range. The

cavity is made from an ultra-low-expansivity (ULE) glass spacer, with high-

reflectance mirrors (on a ULE substrate) optically contacted to the spacer.

The cavity is mounted on three diamond tips (record player styli) inside a

temperature controlled cylinder. The cylinder is itself mounted inside an

evacuated vacuum chamber, which is also temperature controlled. The dual

layer control keeps the temperature stable to approximately 0.1 mK over a

daily cycle, resulting in low drift rates of the cavity resonance (< 0.1 Hz/s
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once the system has settled, which takes a few days).

The light is modulated at 4.7 MHz by a Brewster-cut electro-optic modu-

lator (EOM), driven by a frequency synthesiser, an amplifier, and a resonant

circuit attached directly to the EOM electrodes. If the polarisation of the in-

coming light is not precisely aligned with the optic axis of the EOM crystal,

there is slight residual amplitude modulation (RAM), which can cause an

offset in the Pound-Drever-Hall error signal. Changes in intensity can then

move the locking point, reducing the stability of the laser. To prevent this,

a calcite polariser is used prior to the EOM, which is aligned by inspection

of the error signal.

For later experiments, the intensity of the 467 nm light was also stabilised.

A small fraction of the light was reflected onto a photodiode, and the signal

level compared to a stable reference. This error signal then fed back to the

amplitude modulation input of AOM1. This removes significant flicker noise

at frequencies up to a few kilohertz.

Initially, the light was then input directly, through free-space, into the

high-finesse cavity, which sat directly on the optical table. This set-up pro-

duced laser linewidths, observed by quantum-jump spectroscopy of the oc-

tupole transition in ytterbium, of around 4 kHz, as shown in Figure 3.7(a).

This was the status of the laser for the initial femtosecond comb frequency

measurements (Chapter 5).

The cavity was then mounted on a “minus-k” passive vibration isolation

system, reducing the linewidth to 2 kHz, as shown in Figure 3.7(b). The

light was fibre-coupled to the isolated platform, to prevent misalignment due

to motion of the platform relative to the table.

Currently the reference cavity, and vibration isolation platform, are en-

closed inside an acoustically-isolating box. This is constructed from 15 mm

thick plywood, the interior covered with lead-lined acoustically absorbing

foam. The underside of the box is not enclosed, and is bolted down to the

optical table, with thin rubber seals around the bottom edges. Optical fibre

and electronic connections are run underneath these seals, which are deep

enough to accommodate them without significant gaps. This enclosure re-

duced the linewidth of the laser further, to approximately 150 Hz, shown
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Figure 3.7: Spectra of the octupole transition. (a) Before and (b) after
mounting the high-finesse reference cavity on a passive vibration-isolation
platform. The smooth curves are Gaussian fits to the data, as a guide to the
eye. For both of these situations, the Gaussian model appears to be good.

in Figure 3.8. The laser was in this state for the later femtosecond comb

measurements (Chapter 5).

3.7 369 nm laser

The 369 nm laser is a frequency-doubled Ti:sapphire laser, using parts from

a Schwarz Electro Optics laser, and is very similar to the 467 nm laser. The

Ti:sapphire laser is pumped by 6.5 W of light from an argon-ion laser, and

produces typically 400 mW of light at around 740 nm. It is not a monolithic

block design, the components being mounted on an optical breadboard. The

locking scheme is similar to that for the 467 nm laser, except the electronics

are home-made. The laser is side-of-fringe locked to a tunable NPL low-drift

etalon. There is no AOM lock in the system, and the linewidth is estimated

to be 800 kHz. The laser can be tuned, in increments of approximately

1.5 MHz by a manual ‘click box’ which controls the voltage on the reference

cavity piezo. The frequency of the 740 nm light is doubled in a crystal of

LBO, and the output is a few milliwatts at 369 nm, which is sufficient to

strongly saturate the cooling transition.
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Figure 3.8: Spectrum of the octupole transition with the ULE reference
cavity mounted on a vibration-isolation platform, inside an acoustically iso-
lating enclosure. A Gaussian fit to the data gives a 180 Hz FWHM, while
a Lorentzian fit gives a 150 Hz FWHM. The Lorentzian appears a better fit
by eye, but there is no underlying physics reason (given the extent of our
knowledge about the system) to choose either model, so the figures are a
rough guide only.
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3.8 Repumper lasers

The 638 nm and 935 nm lasers are both commercial extended-cavity diode

lasers of the same design [61]. The 935 nm laser is stabilised to a tunable

ULE reference cavity by a side-of-fringe lock feeding back to the extended-

cavity grating piezo. The 638 nm laser is not externally stabilised, but is

tuned to the correct wavelength using a wavemeter. An extra voltage can be

switched in to the cavity piezo on this laser for rapid switching between the

two wavelengths required for 171Yb+(638.610 nm and 638.615 nm).

3.9 12.6 GHz microwave source

The microwaves at 12.6 GHz are required only for cooling of 171Yb+, as a

repumper between the ground hyperfine states, as discussed in Section 1.4.3.

Two different sources have been used for the 12.6 GHz microwaves during the

following experiments. Initially, a HP3732B microwave synthesiser was used,

but now a 12.5 GHz Atlantic Microwave oscillator coupled with a mixer and

RF synthesiser is used. The signal is amplified by a 1 W microwave amplifier,

and sent into the trap via a piece of rectangular waveguide, pointing towards

a large window in the trap vacuum chamber.

3.10 Control systems

The experiment is computer controlled, and two systems have been used

during the period covered by this thesis. Initially, a control routine writ-

ten using Visual Basic (VB) [62] was used to collect frequency measure-

ment data. Later, a new system was developed using National Instruments’

hardware and LabVIEW software. This system gave more flexibility in the

experiments which could be performed. For spectroscopy of the octupole

transition, several improvements were necessary to achieve the required level

of accuracy in the measurement process. The major changes are detailed

below.
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Time-stamping The VB program recorded the time at the start of a probe

scan. The times of the quantum jumps then had to be inferred - usually

by the experimenter recording the end time of the scan in the lab

book, and interpolating. The new system allows for time-stamping of

each individual quantum jump. This allows better matching of the

quantum-jump data with the femtosecond comb measurements of the

cavity frequency, down to 1 s. Previously, the accuracy was only around

one minute, and this led to errors up to 50 Hz in the determination of

the frequency at which a quantum jump occurred.

Experimental range The VB program was geared to quantum-jump spec-

troscopy. The new system uses more flexible hardware, in particular a

digital input-output (DIO) board (National Instruments DIO-32-HS)

which can output arbitrary pulse patterns across 32 TTL channels, at

up to 20 MHz. This allows the system to perform a much wider range of

experiments, including the EIT experiments in Chapter 7. This is due

both to the number of outputs, allowing the addition of new equipment

to the experiment, and the pattern-output flexibility.

Photon-counting The VB program implemented one type of photon count-

ing - recording the number in a particular time interval. The new

counter-timer card (National Instruments PCI-6602) allows more flex-

ibility. In particular, it is possible to record the intervals between suc-

cessive photons (effectively recording the arrival time of each photon),

and to precisely synchronise the counting with the DIO pattern output.

The upgrade allowed the addition of new shutters to the experiment (help-

ful in eliminating AC Stark shifts from repumper lasers), and the large ex-

pansion in digital outputs required to satisfy the fast switching requirements

of the EIT experiments.
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Figure 3.9: The NPL femtosecond comb. The repetition rate fR of the
laser is controlled by translating the cavity mirror before the dispersion-
compensation prisms, and the carrier envelope offset frequency fceo is con-
trolled by the tilt of the mirror after the prisms. The delay line is necessary
to ensure that the femtosecond pulses overlap temporally on the detector.

3.11 Femtosecond comb

The NPL femtosecond laser (Figure 3.9) is a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser

constructed from a kit supplied by KMLabs [63], of a linear cavity design

with a repetition rate (fR) of 87 MHz, and a pulse length of a few tens of

femtoseconds. The laser is pumped by a frequency-doubled Y:VO4 laser (a

10 W Coherent Verdi laser). The microstructure optical fibre used to broaden

the comb to cover the optical spectrum has come from two sources in these

experiments - Lucent [64] and Bath University. The choice of fibre had no

significant impact on the measurement process.

The carrier envelope offset frequency (fceo) is measured by the self-referencing

technique [65, 66]. In this, light is picked off from the beam after the mi-
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crostructure fibre at around 1060 nm using a dichroic beamsplitter, and is

frequency doubled. This is then combined, using a polarising beam splitter

and waveplate, with light from the high-frequency end of the comb spectrum,

around 530 nm, and a beat is detected on a fast photodiode. The frequencies

of these components are

fa = 2(nfR + fceo) (Doubled light) (3.3)

fb = 2nfR + fceo (Direct comb light) (3.4)

Therefore

(fa − fb) = fceo (3.5)

In this way, fceo can be directly measured on a photodiode. The beat fre-

quency of the comb with the probe laser can be measured in a similar way.

The repetition rate can also be monitored simply by detecting the amplitude

modulation of the laser output directly on a photodiode.

The repetition rate, probe laser beat and carrier envelope offset frequency

are then all measured with frequency counters referenced to a a signal de-

rived from a stable microwave source, such as a hydrogen maser. For the

measurements described in this thesis, the 10 MHz output of one of NPL’s

hydrogen masers is used. The maser forms part of the clock ensemble used

to generate the UTC(NPL) timescale, providing traceability to the SI second

at the 2.5× 10−14 level. This is the limiting factor in comb performance for

these measurements.

Because the repetition rate appears in the equation for determining the

frequency of the probe laser (Equation 2.19) with a very high multiplier, the

achievable accuracy in measuring the probe laser is limited by the accuracy

of the repetition rate measurement. To achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio,

a tracking oscillator is locked to the beat, and this is counted. To achieve the

highest possible accuracy from the frequency counters, the repetition rate is

first mixed down to a lower frequency with a signal derived from the 10 MHz

output of a hydrogen maser. This frequency is then multiplied up to take full
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advantage of the available digits of resolution on the HP frequency counters.

The beat with the probe laser and the carrier envelope offset frequency both

have tracking oscillators locked to them, and the frequencies are counted di-

rectly using maser-referenced frequency counters. The repetition rate is also

stabilised (with a weak feedback mechanism) using the maser as a reference.



Chapter 4

Systematic frequency shifts

One of the main attractions of single trapped ions as optical frequency stan-

dards is that they have extremely low susceptibility to environmental per-

turbations. These perturbations include low-frequency electric and magnetic

fields, and the light fields used in cooling and interrogating the ion. These

external fields can all lead to systematic shifts of the transition frequency.

These must be characterised and understood in order that the unperturbed

transition frequency may be realised.

4.1 AC Stark shift

Currently, the most significant shift for the octupole transition in 171Yb+ is

the light shift, or AC Stark shift. It is caused by the electric field of the light,

and is proportional to 〈E2〉, which is also proportional to the light intensity.

Because the transition is very weak, a relatively high light intensity is required

to drive the transition at a reasonable rate (on the order of a few times per

second). Because the transition is inherently very narrow (nanohertz), the

required intensity for a given transition rate is also a function of the linewidth

of the probe laser light. The quantity which determines the transition rate

is the spectral intensity. The AC Stark shift, meanwhile, is not due to the

interaction of the light with the octupole transition, but the off-resonant

interaction of the probe light with transitions to other levels from the 2S1/2

64
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and 2F7/2 states. It is therefore dependent on the total light intensity, and

largely independent of the probe laser linewidth.

The light shift ∆ωLS has the form

∆ωLS = αLS(ωL)IωL
, (4.1)

where IωL
is the intensity of light with angular frequency ωL incident on the

ion, and αLS(ωL) is the frequency (wavelength) dependent coefficient of the

shift.

4.1.1 Theory

The coefficient can be calculated from first principles by summing the dipole

matrix elements of all transitions involving the 2S1/2 and 2F7/2 states. The

following calculation was performed by S. Webster. For an initial state

|γIJFMF 〉, summing over transitions of angular frequency ω to |γ′IJ ′F ′MF 〉,
assuming that the electric field of the light is defining the quantisation axis

(and hence there is no change in MF ) [67, 68]:

αLS(ωL) = − 1

cε0h̄
2

∑

γ′J ′F ′

ω|〈γIJFMF |dz|γ′IJ ′F ′MF 〉|2
ω2 − ω2

L

(4.2)

The operator is the z-component of the dipole operator dz = −ez. The

matrix elements can be written in terms of weighted oscillator strengths gf

and 3j and 6j angular momentum factors.

αLS(ωL) =− 1

cε0h̄

3e2

2me

∑

γ′J ′F ′

ωgf

ω2 − ω2
L

(2F + 1)(2F ′ + 1)

×
(

F 1 F ′

−MF 0 MF

)2 {
J I F

J ′ 1 F ′

}2 (4.3)

The gf values for transitions in singly-ionised ytterbium have been calcu-

lated [69]. Using these values, and summing over the contributions from all

transitions with gf > 0.01, for the 467 nm probe light gives the shifts for the
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2S1/2(F = 0) and 2F7/2(F = 3,MF = 0) states as

αLS(467 nm) = 2π ×−5.15× 10−4 HzW−1m2 For the 2S1/2 state (4.4)

αLS(467 nm) = 2π ×−4.67× 10−4 HzW−1m2 For the 2F7/2 state (4.5)

It is the difference between these two level shifts which gives rise to a shift

of the transition frequency. Fortuitously, the difference is relatively small,

and the calculated coefficient of the AC Stark shift for 467 nm light on the
2S1/2(F = 0) to 2F7/2(F = 3,MF = 0) transition in 171Yb+ is

αLS = 2π × 47 µHz W−1 m2 (4.6)

4.1.2 Measurement

The shift has been observed and measured in our experiments. The most

accurate measurement of the coefficient of the shift was performed in 2002.

The frequency of the transition was measured (as described in Chapter 5) as

a function of the probe laser power, which is then converted to intensity via

a measurement of the probe beam diameter at its focus. The beam diam-

eter was measured by observing the power transmitted past a micrometer-

mounted knife edge as a function of micrometer position. This was done in

both the vertical and horizontal directions. The measured transmission was

fitted with a theoretical transmission function to obtain the beam diameters.

It is this step which limits the accuracy of the determination of the coefficient

of the shift. The beam is approximately 5 µm diameter, and the micrometers

have at best 0.5 µm accuracy. The measurements were repeated three times

for each direction, but the final uncertainty on the beam size was around 5%

in each direction, leading to an 8% uncertainty in the estimated intensity,

before considering other sources of error. The uncertainty of the alignment of

the UV tracer beam on the ion, and of the overlap of the 467 nm and 369 nm

beams, is asymmetric, as the intensity can only decrease as the alignment

drifts from the original optimal setting. The uncertainty here is +0
−17%. The

systematic uncertainty in intensity calibration is +8
−15%.

The slope of the transition frequency as a function of power for this
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measurement was 0.880±0.076 kHz/mW. Combining this with the measured

spot size and related uncertainties gives a measurement of the AC Stark shift

coefficient as

αLS = 2π × 48± 4 (stat.) +7
−4 (syst.) µHz W−1 m2 (4.7)

This is in good agreement with the theoretical calculation (Equation 4.6). It

is, perhaps, better than could reasonably be expected given that the theo-

retical calculation is the difference between two large, similar numbers.

4.1.3 Correcting for the shift

Two methods of correcting for the AC Stark shift have been used in these ex-

periments. The first, used only for the preliminary measurement of Septem-

ber 2001, is to measure the beam size and power used in the experiment, and

to calculate a correction using a previously measured coefficient. This leads

to large uncertainties, of around 20% in the calculated intensity, largely due

to the beam size measurement. This error also appears twice — first in the

measurement of the coefficient and then in calculating the correction at a

later date. This makes this method unsatisfactory for high-precision work.

The second method is more direct, and misses out the beam size measure-

ment step. Here, the transition frequency is measured directly as a function

of probe laser power, and it is assumed that the beam size does not change

between measurements. The frequency can then be extrapolated back to zero

probe laser power, and this represents the unperturbed transition frequency.

The uncertainties involved in this method are otherwise common with the

first method. These are the beam pointing stability, the initial alignment

accuracy of the 467 nm beam with the 369 nm tracer beam, and the accu-

racy of the alignment of the tracer beam. These errors become fractionally

smaller as the beam diameter increases, and so defocusing the probe laser

beam is a good method of controlling the uncertainties, provided that there

is enough power in the beam to drive the transition at the required rate.
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4.1.4 Scaling of the AC Stark shift

While the AC Stark shift is currently the largest shift, it scales with the probe

laser linewidth in an advantageous manner. This scaling is not because the

AC Stark shift is dependent on the linewidth (to first order), but because

the two are interlinked by the experimental method.

The AC Stark shift is proportional to the intensity I. The transition rate

is proportional to the spectral intensity S, itself proportional to I/Γ for a laser

of linewidth Γ. The excitation probability for a single interrogation of the

ion, of length t, is proportional to St ∝ It/Γ, assuming the interrogation is

well below saturation. By setting this quantity to be conserved, whatever the

experimental configuration, generalisations about the scaling of the AC Stark

shift with linewidth can be deduced. Currently, the excitation probability

is around 25% per interrogation at line centre, for a pulse length of 300 ms,

a beam waist of 10 µm, and 1 mW of laser power in a 150 Hz bandwidth.

Typical pulse lengths for the current state of the experiment are around

100-300 ms. There is little to be gained from reducing this further, as the

experimental cycle becomes dominated by the state-detection time. In the

situation where t is fixed, the AC Stark shift (proportional to I) is therefore

directly proportional to the linewidth. As the linewidth shrinks, the probe

time t must be extended, otherwise the linewidth of the laser will be Fourier-

limited. In this regime, the pulse length is inversely proportional to linewidth

(t ∝ 1/Γ). Hence, for very narrow linewidths I ∝ Γ2. This is illustrated in

Figure 4.1, and possible combinations of pulse length, beam power and beam

size to obtain this are shown in Figure 4.2.

Because of the extreme weakness of the octupole transition, and the cur-

rently large size of the AC Stark shift it is often thought of as a major

weakness of the octupole transition amongst candidate frequency standards.

Currently, it must be accepted, it is a major limitation on our ability to make

absolute frequency measurements. However, the probe laser linewidth must

be narrowed significantly to take full advantage of the octupole transition.

The quadratic scaling of the AC Stark shift with linewidth means that the

shift is vanishing for small linewidths. For example, if the linewidth can be
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Figure 4.1: Approximate relationship between the AC Stark shift and probe
laser linewidth for typical operating conditions. The data are scaled from the
current conditions of Γ = 200 Hz, I = 107 Wm−2 and t = 0.3 s. A summary
of the operating conditions for this curve is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Possible operating conditions, as a function of probe laser
linewidth, for the AC Stark shift shown in Figure 4.1.(a) Probe beam power.
(b) Probe beam diameter at the ion. (c) Probe pulse length. All the condi-
tions are extrapolated from the current operating conditions at Γ = 200 Hz.
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reduced to 0.1 Hz, then the AC Star shift could be reduced to around 5 mHz.

4.2 Second-order Zeeman effect

The second-order Zeeman effect arises from the interaction of a magnetic

field with the 2S1/2 and 2F7/2 states. The transition frequency is not affected

by the linear Zeeman shift as the mF = 0 → mF = 0 component is used

as the frequency reference. However, this component is still affected by the

second-order Zeeman shift.

4.2.1 Calculation

The shift ∆ωZ2 induced by a magnetic field strength B has the form

∆ωZ2 = αZ2B
2 (4.8)

The coefficient αZ2 can be calculated as follows. This calculation was origi-

nally performed by G. P. Barwood, and later by S. Webster. The coefficient

can be found using second-order perturbation theory, to be

αZ2(F,MF ) = −
(µBgJ

h̄

)2 ∑

F ′

|〈F ′MF |Jz|FMF 〉|2
ωF ′ − ωF

(4.9)

This is written in angular frequency units, with ωF = EF /h̄, and assumes

that the quantisation axis is set by the applied field, so the matrix elements

are zero for states of different MF . The matrix elements can be written in

terms of angular momentum factors

|〈F ′MF |Jz|FMF 〉|2 =I(I + 1)(2I + 1)(2F + 1)(2F ′ + 1)

×
(

F 1 F ′

−MF 0 MF

)2 {
I F J

F ′ J 1

}2 (4.10)
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For the 2S1/2(F = 0) state in 171Yb+, the only non-zero matrix element is

that with the 2S1/2(F = 1,MF = 0) state. The coefficient for this state is

αZ2(0, 0) = −
(gJµB

h̄

)2 |〈10|Jz|00〉|2
∆ωHFS

(4.11)

The square of the matrix element is equal to 1/2, gJ = 2 and the hyperfine

splitting ∆ωHFS = 2π × 12.643 GHz. This makes the shift coefficient for

the 2S1/2(F = 0) state αZ2(0, 0) = −15.49 mHz (µT)−2. The upper state

of the reference transition is the 2F7/2(F = 3,MF = 0) state. The only

non-zero matrix element for the perturbation of this state is that with the
2F7/2(F = 4, MF = 0) state. For this, the squared matrix element is 1/2,

gj = 8/7 and ∆ωHFS = 2π × 3.620 GHz, giving a coefficient αZ2(3, 0) =

−17.62 mHz (µT)−2. The shift of the transition frequency is the difference

between these two coefficients and hence the predicted second-order Zeeman

shift for the octupole transition in 171Yb+ is

αZ2 = 2π ×−2.12 mHz (µT)−2 (4.12)

The shift has been measured (Section 5.4.3) as −1.72 ± 0.03 mHz (µT)−2.

The theoretical calculation does not precisely match the measured coefficient.

Despite the discrepancy of about 20% in the shift coefficient, the difference

is equivalent to a less than 3% error in the calculations of the individual

level shifts. The agreement observed between theory and experiment is of

the level which can be expected from calculations of this nature. The mea-

sured coefficient has been used for calculating all frequency corrections in

this thesis.

4.2.2 AC Second-order Zeeman shifts

Because the shift is second-order, an oscillating perturbation will not average

to zero. For low frequencies ω ¿ ωHFS, the coefficient of the shift is the same

as for a DC field. For a field composed of static and oscillating components,

〈
B2

〉
=

〈
B2

DC

〉
+

〈
B2

AC

〉
(4.13)
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The shifts can therefore be calculated separately and independently for the

different frequency components of a field. The shift caused by a low-frequency

oscillating field will be equal to that produced by a static field of the same

strength as the rms (root-mean-square) oscillating field strength. The most

obvious source of such a low-frequency magnetic field is the mains electricity

supply.

For higher frequency fields, the shift is calculated in a similar manner

to the AC Stark shift. The coefficient for a field of angular frequency ωL

interacting with a state |γIJFMF 〉 is

αACZ2(γ, I, J, F, MF ) = −
(µBgJ

h̄

)2 ∑

J ′F ′

(ω′ − ω)|〈γIJ ′F ′MF |Jz|γIJFMF 〉|2
(ω′ − ω)2 − ω2

L

(4.14)

It is expected that this shift is much smaller than the DC shift due to the

scarcity of magnetic dipole transitions at optical frequencies, and the inter-

action with microwave magnetic dipole transitions is smaller than for DC

by a factor [(ω′ − ω)/ωL]2. While the coefficient of the optical second-order

Zeeman shift has not been fully calculated, this is not an issue for the ex-

periment. The shift scales with B2, and is therefore a linear function of

the intensity of an optical field, as with the AC Stark shift. It is therefore

automatically compensated for by the experimental method.

4.2.3 Reducing the shift

It is, at present, necessary to apply an external DC magnetic field to the

trapped 171Yb+ ion. This is because there is a fluorescence null on the

F = 1 → 0 component of the 369 nm transition in zero field [70], and this

is the component used for Doppler cooling. This field is typically 200 µT,

giving a shift on the order of 80 Hz. Due to the accuracy of the calibration,

the uncertainty on this is small (∼ 3 Hz). This can still be improved by

working in a lower, or zero, magnetic field. To do this it is necessary to spin

the polarization of the Doppler cooling beam to prevent loss of fluorescence

[70]. The technique involves projecting two beams into the trap at an angle

to each other, and modulating the phase of the polarisation components of
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the light such that all three polarisations have a different time-dependence.

This has been tested in 171Yb+ and the technique does maintain fluorescence

in magnetic fields down to a few tens of nanotesla. Below this, a narrower

fluorescence null on the 935 nm repumper transition begins to affect the flu-

orescence rate. This can also be overcome by polarisation spinning, enabling

work in zero (or very close to zero) DC magnetic field. The field itself can

be nulled very accurately by observation of the Zeeman components of the

octupole transition. The lower limit to the shift is expected to be set by the

50 Hz field from the mains electricity supply. This has been measured at

around 500 nT in the current laboratory, and it is expected that a mu-metal

shield around the ion trap could reduce this to around 50 nT. This shifts the

transition by just a few microhertz.

4.3 Quadrupole shift

The electric quadrupole shift is described in detail in Appendix A, and the

results are reproduced here. The shift occurs only for states with J ≥ 2, and

does not affect the 2S1/2 state. The physical cause is the interaction of the

electric quadrupole moment of an electronic state with a quadrupolar electric

field, such as might be produced by the electrodes of an ion trap. The shift

for the 467 nm transition is caused by any DC electric quadrupole field which

may be present in the trap interacting with the quadrupole moment of the
2F7/2(F = 3,MF = 0) state in 171Yb+. The shift is

〈HQ〉 = +
5

7
A

(
3 cos2 β − 1

)
Θ(γ, J) (4.15)

The quantity A represents the quadrupole field strength for a potential

φ (x′, y′, z′) = A (x′2 + y′2 − 2z′2). The quadrupole moment of the state is

calculated (in the Appendix) to be Θ(4f, 7/2) = −0.22ea2
0 (a0 is the Bohr

radius). For the ion trap used in these experiments, the angle between the
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B-field and the trap axis is β = 90◦. The shift is then

〈HQ〉 = +7.02× 10−41A J (4.16)

〈HQ〉
h

= +1.05× 10−7A Hz (4.17)

By assuming that the field is caused by a common offset potential VOffset on

the upper and lower inner endcaps (see Section 3.1 for details of the electrode

structure), relative to the outer endcap electrodes, typical values for A can

be estimated using the equation

A = −EVOffset

2z2
0

(4.18)

The ‘efficiency’ of the trap is E = 0.63 and the inner electrode separation

is 2z0 = 1.12 mm (Section 3.1). When no potential is deliberately applied,

VOffset is expected to be in the range ±1 V, due to offset potentials on the

electrodes. Possible sources of these potentials include contact potentials

between atomic ytterbium ejected from the trap ovens and the tantalum of

the electrode structure [71]. The 1 V estimate is backed up by the fact that

micromotion compensation voltages required in the z direction are typically

±0 → 0.2 V. Using 1 V as a conservative estimate gives typical values of A

in the range ±1.0×106 Vm−2. The uncorrected quadrupole shift is therefore

expected to be approximately ±0.1 Hz. By assuming that the field is pro-

duced by the trap electrodes, it is possible to express the quadrupole shift

in “hertz per volt on the inner endcap”. This is an artificial, but practically

useful, way to express the shift and is unique to each individual trap. When

this is done, the shift is 0.11 HzV−1.

4.3.1 Nulling the shift

It may be possible to control and reduce both the shift and its uncertainty by

various means. The first of these is that if frequency measurements are made

for any three orthogonal directions of the magnetic field, the quadrupole shift

sums to zero over the three measurements [72].
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A second method is to use the information provided by the secular fre-

quencies of the trapped ion to either infer the size of the quadrupole field,

or to null it. Equations 2.11 and 2.12 describe the axial and radial secular

frequencies of the trap as a function of the a and q parameters, which are

a function of the DC and AC quadrupole fields, respectively. For example,

for our trap parameters Vac = 291 V, E = 0.63 and ωRF = 2π × 12.8 MHz,

the predicted ratio of the trap frequencies for zero DC quadrupole poten-

tial is r = ωz/ωr = 2.054. By adjusting the potentials applied to the trap

electrodes such that this ratio is realised, with good micromotion control,

then it is known that there is no DC quadrupole field in the trap, and the

shift has been nulled1 [73]. The accuracy with which this ratio may be set is

limited by the knowledge of the trap efficiency E which, from experimental

characterization of the trap is 5%. This corresponds to an uncertainty in r

of 0.005 for r = 2.054. The gradient dr/dVDC for our operating conditions is

calculated to be 0.10 V−1. Combining these gives an uncertainty in locating

VDC = 0 of 0.02 V, corresponding to a quadrupole shift of 7 mHz.

The trap frequencies can also be used to infer the quadrupole potential

and therefore can be used to measure the quadrupole moment. This will give

a more reliable measure of the quadrupole moment than the atomic structure

calculations. This method has recently been used at NPL to measure the

quadrupole moment of the upper state of the 674 nm electric quadrupole

transition in 88Sr+ [74].

It is interesting to note that for isotopes with nuclear spin I = 7/2,

the electric quadrupole shift of the 2F7/2 state is zero. There are no stable

isotopes of ytterbium with this nuclear spin, though. The unstable isotopes

are 155Yb (1.8 s lifetime), 169Yb (32 days), and 175Yb (4 days). They are not

naturally occurring, and not easy to obtain.

1Assuming the potentials on the outer endcaps are being adjusted, it is the common
potential of these which gives rise to the quadrupole shift, while the difference potential
causes micromotion.
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4.3.2 Related shifts

In a similar vein to the quadrupole shift, the 2F7/2 state may also have an

electric octupole shift, caused by any DC electric octupolar field in the trap

interacting with the electric octupole moment of the state. It is expected that

this is much smaller than the quadrupole shift both because the shift itself

is weaker and because any octupole field in the trap will be comparatively

weaker than the quadrupole field.

There is also the possibility of a second-order quadrupole shift affecting

the 2F7/2 state. Even in zero DC quadrupole field, there is still a strong

(A ∼ 3 × 108) AC quadrupole field, confining the ion. While the lowest-

order quadrupole shift calculated here averages to zero for this AC field, any

second-order shift would not. It is expected that this will again be smaller

than the shift due to the DC quadrupole field, or than that due to the DC and

low frequency Stark effect, as the coupling with other atomic states occurs

via the electric quadrupole interaction and the interaction is a much weaker

one than the electric dipole interaction.

Another shift which could occur, but has not been investigated in detail,

is a magnetic quadrupole (M2) shift. This would only affect the 2F7/2 state,

and is expected to be very small, for several reasons. The applied magnetic

field is small, and will have a correspondingly small magnetic quadrupole

component. Also, the magnetic quadrupole interaction is a weak one.

4.4 DC and low-frequency Stark shift

The DC quadratic Stark shift is simply the static-field equivalent of the AC

Stark shift, discussed in Section 4.1. The shift has the form

∆ωDCS = αDCSE2 (4.19)

In a low frequency field, where the frequency is much lower than any electric

dipole transitions, the shift has the same coefficient, the relevant physical

quantity being the mean-square electric field. The calculation of the shift is

similar to that for the AC Stark shift, with the difference that the frequency-
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dependence of the shift is not considered. The shift of a level |γIJFMF 〉
is

αDCS = − 1

h̄2

∑

γ′J ′F ′

|〈γIJFMF |dz|γ′IJ ′F ′MF 〉|2
ω

(4.20)

As for the AC shift, the matrix elements may be calculated in terms of tab-

ulated weighted oscillator strengths gf . When this is done, the calculated

shift of the 467 nm transition is αDCS = −1.44 × 10−7 HzV−2m2, in fre-

quency units. The calculation assumes that the electric field is defining the

quantisation axis. It is actually the applied magnetic field which defines the

quantisation axis of our experiment, but this is expected only to make a small

(10% or so) difference to the calculated shift.

One source of the DC Stark shift is the displacement of the ion from the

centre of the trap, where it experiences a non-zero electric field at the trap

drive frequency. This electric field causes micromotion, and so good micro-

motion control is required to minimise this shift. For recent experiments,

micromotion minimisation has been performed in two dimensions (one of

them being the probe laser direction). In one experiment, the micromo-

tion was minimised, and the experiment left to run for one hour, and then

the micromotion was measured using rf-photon correlation. This represents

the typical maximum level of micromotion during frequency measurements,

as it was done at a time of relatively high micromotion drift. The mea-

sured mean offset of the ion from the centre of the trapping potential was

x̄ = +70 nm, ȳ = +150 nm, z̄ = −310 nm. The electric field experienced

by the ion (mass m, charge e in a trap drive frequency ωRF ) is

〈
E2

〉
=

(mωRF

e

)2 (
(ωxx̄)2 + (ωyȳ)2 + (ωz z̄)2

)
(4.21)

This gives us an estimated field strength of 5.5×105 V2m−2, and an estimated

shift of -0.08 Hz. The uncertainty on the calculation is unknown, as there has

been no opportunity to calibrate this shift experimentally, but it is expected

to be of the correct order of magnitude, as the same calculation for the AC

Stark shift gives a coefficient which agrees well with the measured value, as

discussed in Section 4.1.
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4.4.1 Reducing the shift

If the micromotion minimisation is performed in three dimensions, such

that the modulation of the fluorescence signal at the drive frequency is less

than 1% peak-to-peak (equivalent to an offset from the trap centre of a few

nanometres in each direction), then the micromotion-induced DC Stark shift

is much smaller than the DC Stark shift due to the secular (thermal) motion

of the ion in the trap. For a Doppler-cooled ion, the amplitude of the thermal

motion is of the order 20 nm along the trap z-axis and 40 nm along the x and

y axes, leading to a DC Stark shift of -0.8 mHz. If the ion is cooled to the

ground vibrational state of the trap, then the shift is -0.3 mHz. It is unlikely

that this limit will be achieved for long probe times, due to ion heating, but

we do not know how large an effect this is for the current ytterbium ion traps.

4.5 Second-order Doppler shift

The second order Doppler shift, like the DC Stark shift, is directly related to

the motion of the ion. If the ion is observed at an angle θ to its direction of

motion, and is moving with a velocity v, the observed transition frequency

νObs is related to the emission frequency νEm by the relationship [75]

νObs

νEm

=

√
1− v2/c2

1− (v/c) cos θ
(4.22)

This can be expanded in powers of (v/c)

νObs

νEm

=

(
1− v2

2c2
+ . . .

)(
1 +

v

c
cos θ +

v2

c2
cos2 θ + . . .

)
(4.23)

= 1 +
v

c
cos θ +

(
cos2 θ − 1

2

)
v2

c2
+ . . . (4.24)

= 1 +
v

c
cos θ +

v2

c2
cos 2θ + . . . (4.25)

The fractional shift in the transition frequency due to the second-order

Doppler shift is 1
2
(v2/c2) cos 2θ. At present, where micromotion minimisa-

tion is performed for 2 dimensions only, the dominant motion of the ion is
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perpendicular to the direction of observation, and so the transverse Doppler

shift (time dilation) is observed. This gives a shift of -0.05 Hz for the mea-

sured micromotion amplitude in the direction where the micromotion is not

controlled. If the micromotion is well minimised, then the thermal motion

of the ion is the dominant motion. The motion in this case is random, with

no well-defined angle to the direction of observation, and the shift has an

expectation value of 0. The uncertainty on the shift is then around 0.3 mHz

for a Doppler cooled ion (and 35 µHz for an ion in the vibrational ground

state of the trap).

4.6 Blackbody shifts

The stainless steel vacuum chamber, its viewports, and the trap electrodes

all contribute to the blackbody radiation field experienced by the ion. The

electric and magnetic components of this field respectively lead to Stark and

second-order Zeeman shifts. The larger of these is the Stark shift. The

peak of the blackbody spectrum at room temperature lies well below the

frequencies of electric dipole resonance transitions from the S and F states.

At 297 K, half of the intensity is at wavelengths longer than 14 µm, and

99% is longer than 5 µm. In Equation 4.2, the denominator (ω2 − ω2
L) ≈ ω2

for blackbody radiation. Therefore, the blackbody radiation field can be

approximated by a DC field of the same mean-square field strength for the

calculation of the AC Stark shift.

The electric field strength is given by 〈E2〉 = 6.29×105(TBB/293)4 V2m−2,

where TBB is the temperature of the radiation field. This gives a blackbody

Stark shift of −0.09±0.03 Hz at 297 K. The coefficient of the shift is −1.23×
10−11 HzK−4.

The energy in the magnetic field is equal to the energy in the electric field,

and the magnetic field strength is given by 〈B2〉 = 6.97×10−12(TBB/293)4 T2.

This gives a blackbody second-order Zeeman shift of -13 mHz, using the

DC shift coefficient. However, this is not appropriate, as around 99% of

the radiation is at frequencies higher than 1.8 THz (175 µm), and this is a

much higher frequency than the 12.6 GHz and 3.6 GHz transitions taken into
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Shift Coefficient Units
AC Stark (48± 8)× 10−6 Hz W−1 m2

DC Stark −1.44× 10−7 Hz V−2 m2

Second-order Zeeman (−1.716± 0.025)× 109 Hz T−2

Quadrupole 1.05× 10−7 Hz V−1 m2

Blackbody AC Stark −1.23× 10−11 Hz K−4

Table 4.1: The well-characterised atomic systematic shifts of the octupole
transition in 171Yb+. The uncertainties shown are from experimental cali-
brations.

account in calculating the DC shift coefficient. Hence their contribution to

the blackbody second-order Zeeman shift is very small. There are magnetic

dipole transitions in 171Yb+ with wavelengths in the 1–3µm range, and it is

likely that these will make a larger contribution to the coefficient, but this

has not been calculated.

4.7 Gravitational redshift

The gravitational redshift is a general relativistic effect, whereby clocks run

comparatively slower in stronger gravitational fields. It is necessary to take

into account the height of a clock above some defined surface of constant

gravitational field strength when coordinating clocks in different locations to

produce a global timescale. The relative shift is approximately 1 part in 1016

per metre of height above the mean geoid (a ‘mean earth’) at sea level.

4.8 Summary of coefficients

A summary of the well-known and characterised coefficients of the atomic

systematic shifts for the octupole transition is shown in Table 4.1. Shifts

such as the second-order Doppler shift and gravitational redshift are well-

characterised shifts which are independent of the atomic physics of ytterbium

ions. Coefficients not included, because they are not well known, include the

blackbody and optical second-order Zeeman shifts, the octupole shift and the
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second-order quadrupole shift.

4.9 Projected limits

Using the measured and calculated coefficients of the systematic shifts, it is

possible to estimate the typical sizes of all the shifts for current operating

conditions. It is also possible to project the levels to which the shifts may

be reduced by improvements in the experiment. The shifts and their uncer-

tainties obtained by this process are tabulated in Table 4.2, and plotted in

Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The assumptions for the projected shifts are:

AC Stark shift Moving from 1 mW of light, in a 200 Hz bandwidth, with

a spot size of 10 µm and a pulse length of 0.3 s, to 20 µW of light in

a 0.1 Hz bandwidth, with a 1 mm spot size and a 10 s interrogation

time.

DC Stark shift The current estimate is based on ‘worst case’ measure-

ments of the motion of the ion, obtained by rf-photon correlation.

These give mean displacements of the ion from the centre of the rf

field as +150 nm, +70 nm and -310 nm along the x, y, z trap axes,

respectively. The projection assumes that micromotion can be reduced

to below the level at which it causes a 1% modulation of the rf-photon

correlation signal for all three directions. This is easily achieved for

one or two dimensions currently. In this situation, the secular motion

of the ion is much larger than the micromotion. The projected limit is

for an ion cooled to the ground vibrational state of the trap.

DC second-order Zeeman shift The current applied DC field is 188 µT,

and it is anticipated that this can be reduced to near zero by using

polarisation spinning on the 369 nm and 935 nm transitions. A small

field will be required to set a quantisation axis for the ion, and sepa-

rate the Zeeman components of the 467 nm transition. The projected

uncertainty assumes that the field can be nulled only with the cur-

rently available accuracy of about 1 µT. In fact, the field could be set
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much more accurately by observation of the Zeeman components of the

octupole transition.

50 Hz second-order Zeeman shift Based on measurements made on the

NPL strontium-ion frequency standard, the 50 Hz (mains electricity)

field is expected to be 500 nT at the present time, and this can be

reduced by a factor of 10 with the addition of mu-metal shields around

the trap.

Blackbody stark shift The shift is expected to remain the same size, as

the operating temperature of the experiment will not change in the

near future. The uncertainty is a rough estimate of our confidence in

the theoretical calculation of the DC Stark shift coefficient.

Quadrupole shift The effective quadrupole potential on the trap electrodes

is assumed to be rectangularly distributed between +1 V and -1 V at

the present time. It is expected that the uncertainty can be reduced to

0.02 V by monitoring the trap frequencies.

Second-order Doppler shift The current shift is estimated from measured

micromotion amplitudes, as described for the DC Stark shift. The pro-

jected shift assumes an ion cooled to the ground vibrational state of

the trap.

The biggest single shift is currently the AC Stark shift, but as the linewidth

of the probe laser narrows, and interrogation times are extended, this shrinks

to below the blackbody Stark shift, and has a much smaller uncertainty.

Polarisation spinning of the cooling light at 369 nm has already been

demonstrated, and this should allow a large reduction of the second-order

Zeeman shift.

After the second-order Zeeman shift, the largest systematic shift (in terms

of its uncertainty) is currently the quadrupole shift. This can be reduced to

the projected levels by monitoring the trap frequencies and adjusting the dc

potentials applied to the trap.

By minimizing micromotion in three dimensions the DC Stark and second-

order Doppler shifts can be reduced to very low levels, assuming that the ion
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Systematic Current Projected
Shift Shift / Hz ± / Hz Shift / Hz ± / Hz
AC Stark +3.1× 102 1.2× 102 +4.6× 10−3 4.6× 10−4

DC Stark −7.9× 10−2 2.4× 10−2 −2.9× 10−4 8.8× 10−5

DC Zeeman −6.1× 101 2.6 0 1.72× 10−3

50 Hz Zeeman −4.3× 10−4 4.3× 10−5 −4.3× 10−4 4.3× 10−5

BB Stark −9.1× 10−2 2.7× 10−2 −9.1× 10−2 2.7× 10−2

Quadrupole 0 1.2× 10−1 0 6.7× 10−3

Doppler 0 5.0× 10−2 0 3.4× 10−5

Table 4.2: Current and projected systematic shifts and associated uncertain-
ties for the octupole transition. The assumptions behind these are outlined
in the text.
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Figure 4.3: Current (black) and projected (white) systematic shifts of the
octupole transition, as a fraction of the transition frequency.
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Figure 4.4: The uncertainties of current (black) and projected (white) sys-
tematic shifts, as a fraction of the octupole transition frequency.
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is cooled close to the Doppler limit. The uncertainty of the blackbody Stark

shift is mostly due to the uncertainty in the DC Stark shift coefficient. With-

out improving this, it appears that operation of the standard at the 5×10−17

level of frequency instability should be possible. There is potential for this to

be improved by direct measurement of the DC Stark shift coefficient (for ex-

ample, by measuring the transition frequency as a function of micromotion

amplitude in a known direction), but this is not taken into account. An-

other, slightly more questionable, method of reducing the blackbody Stark

shift is to define an arbitrary temperature (near room temperature) as being

the ‘operating temperature’ of the environment of the trapped-ion frequency

standard. The shift, and its uncertainty, would then be very small, but this

is a philosophically unappealing scheme.

If the uncertainty on the blackbody Stark shift could be reduced by cali-

bration or measurement of the coefficient, the limiting factor in the projected

systematic shifts would then be the quadrupole shift. This is projected to

be at the 1× 10−17 level, though careful measurement and calibration could

reduce this uncertainty further. With a 0.1 Hz laser linewidth, the line pro-

file must be subdivided by a factor of 20 to achieve a 1 × 10−17 frequency

measurement uncertainty. To reduce it further below the projected levels,

the scheme of averaging frequencies measured for three perpendicular direc-

tions of magnetic field can be applied [72]. The resolution of this technique is

limited by the laser linewidth and variations of other systematic shifts, and

will require a laser much narrower than 0.1 Hz. For the near-to medium-

term, it therefore appears that the achievable performance will be around

this level. This is based on the (large) assumption that shifts not dealt with

here, such as the blackbody second-order Zeeman shift, octupole shift, etc,

are not significant on these scales.

For absolute frequency measurements, this analysis ignores issues involved

in relating the transition frequency to the SI second via caesium. Caesium

standards have not reached, and may not reach, this level of accuracy. Once

the projected performance levels are achieved, as they are expected to be

over the next few years by a number of trapped-ion frequency standards, the

case for re-definition of the second in terms of an optical standard will grow.
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The low systematic shifts and clear potential for further development offered

by the octupole transition place it as one of the strong candidates to be the

next primary standard.



Chapter 5

Frequency measurements

This chapter covers all the absolute frequency measurements of the 467 nm

transition in 171Yb+ made using the NPL femtosecond comb during the pe-

riod August 2001 to July 2003. As the experiment evolved during this period,

there are significant differences in the experimental setup between these mea-

surements, and these are noted in the relevant sections. As will become clear,

there have been some inconsistencies in the results of these measurements,

and this chapter also attempts to investigate the possible causes of this.

It should also be noted that in this chapter the most accurate estimates

available of the coefficients of systematic shifts are used. These may be

different to our best estimates at the time the measurements were made, and

so results quoted here are not all identical to those published at the time.

5.1 Measurement method

The measurement of the absolute frequency of the transition is a multi-step

process. For all the measurements detailed here, the basic procedure was the

same:

1. The spectrum of the octupole transition at 467 nm is recorded by quan-

tum jump spectroscopy, using the high finesse ULE cavity as a local

reference.

88
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2. Light locked to the ULE cavity at 934 nm is sent via a 50 m optical

fibre to the femtosecond comb laboratory.

3. The femtosecond comb measures the frequency of the 934 nm light with

reference to a stable 10 MHz reference signal, derived from a hydrogen

maser.

4. The H-maser frequency is known, to a certain degree of accuracy, with

reference to a caesium primary standard and hence the SI definition of

the second.

There are several steps in the process, each with associated uncertainties.

For the measurements here, however, it is the ion trap system which is the

limiting factor. The femtosecond comb, operated by H. S. Margolis for these

experiments, is sufficiently good to be treated as a ‘black box’ for the purposes

of the following measurements. More details of the comb itself are given in

Section 3.11.

5.1.1 Trap operation

The ion trap measurement procedure requires careful attention. There are

numerous experimental parameters which drift with time, and must be mon-

itored to ensure that systematic shifts are kept as low as possible. The AC

Stark shift is the largest shift in these experiments, and is particularly sus-

ceptible to drift. This is because the probe beam is focused tightly on the ion,

and any drift of the optics along the beam path can produce large fractional

changes in the 467 nm intensity on the ion.

Therefore, the alignment of the probe beam on the ion, along with at least

2D micromotion compensation (along the probe beam direction and along

the Doppler cooling beam) was carried out every few scans. For the majority

of the data, it was every four scans, which is about every 40 minutes. This

frequency ensured that large changes to the alignment or micromotion were

not necessary, and the variation of these parameters could be estimated.
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5.1.2 Data taking

The ion trap frequency measurement data was taken in the form of quantum

jump spectra of the octupole transition. These were simple, linear scans.

At each frequency, a number of probe-detect cycles were completed, before

the frequency of the probe laser, relative to the ULE reference cavity, was

stepped by a fixed amount (of much less than the laser linewidth), and the

cycle repeated. The total scan range was typically 5 times the FWHM laser

linewidth. If a large enough range is not picked, then the results are artifi-

cially narrowed and offset because the wings of the spectrum will be clipped.

There is essentially no background level of quantum jumps (1 to 2 a day, colli-

sionally induced during the cooling cycle) assuming the fluorescence threshold

has been set correctly. Because there is no background, the choice of scan

range does not affect the result provided it is large enough. If there were

a background, and the range was not centred on the transition, the mean

frequency would be pulled towards the centre of the scan range.

Scans were taken in alternate directions (scanning upwards in frequency,

then scanning downwards), to give some resilience against drift of the ULE

cavity frequency. If it is in the same direction as the cavity drift, the tran-

sition will appear wider than it really is, and more jumps will be observed.

When scanning against the drift, the opposite happens. Scanning in both

directions provides some insurance against this systematically skewing the

results.

5.2 September 2001

The first measurement of the 2S1/2(F = 0) to 2F7/2(F = 1,mF = 0) transi-

tion in 171Yb+ using the femtosecond comb was made on 5 September 2001

[76, 77]. The crucial difference between this and subsequent measurements

lies in the way the AC Stark shift was accounted for. For these data, a meas-

urement of the size of the probe beam focus was made using a micrometer-

mounted knife edge. This was accurate to approximately 10%. The power

in the 467 nm probe beam was kept constant during the measurements, and
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Date 5 September 2001
Probe laser linewidth ∼ 4.5 kHz
Focusing Tight focus (5 µm)
Magnetic field 617± 4µT
Software Visual Basic
Mechanical shutters 467 nm beam only
AOM switched 369 nm, 638 nm beams
Not switched 935 nm beam

Table 5.1: Experimental conditions for the September 2001 frequency meas-
urement.

so a single correction could be calculated for all the data using a previous

measurement of the AC Stark shift coefficient [67]. This measurement of the

coefficient was itself limited by the accuracy in the measurement of the beam

size at the time.

The experimental parameters are shown in Table 5.1. The uncertainty

of the AC Stark shift correction completely dominates the other sources of

uncertainty in this measurement, including the fact that the frequency comb

was not as stable then as it was in future measurements.

The absolute frequencies for this measurement were found by taking the

mean frequency of each individual scan relative to the reference cavity, and

combining that value with a fitted measurement of the femtosecond-comb

measurement of the cavity frequency at the mid-point of the scan. Correc-

tions for cavity drift were not done on a per-jump or per-frequency-bin basis.

The results are shown in Figure 5.1.

The uncorrected mean frequency of the transition is 642 121 496 776.1±
0.3 kHz. This must then be corrected for systematic shifts, in particular the

AC Stark shift. The beam power was measured, and kept at 4.5 ± 0.5 mW

during the scans, measured before the focussing lens. The lens and final

beam-steering mirror attenuate the beam, so the actual power on the ion

was 2.8 mW. The beam waist was measured in the horizontal and vertical

directions to be wx = 5.18± 0.41 µm and wy = 3.55± 0.34 µm respectively.
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Figure 5.1: Absolute frequency measurements made on 5 September 2001.
The frequency axis shows the offset from 642 121 496 770 kHz. Each point
represents the mean and corresponding uncertainty of a single scan. The
weighted mean and standard uncertainty of all the data are also indicated.
The data are plotted against the time of the mid-point of each scan, as a
check on systematic variations through the day.
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The peak intensity I in the beam is given by

I =
2P

πwxwy

(5.1)

So for our parameters I = 9.7± 2.5 W m−2, after taking into account uncer-

tainties of the alignment of the beam on the ion. The calculated AC Stark

shift is +4.64 ± 1.27 kHz. The second-order Zeeman shift for the applied

magnetic field is −660± 10 Hz.

Applying these corrections (all other shifts are on a much smaller scale

than the uncertainties associated with these shifts) gives a final result for the

September 2001 measurement as:

fSep01 = 642 121 496 772.1± 1.3 kHz (5.2)

5.3 March 2002

The March 2002 measurement was a far more thorough measurement of

the transition frequency, made over several days with better control of the

systematic shifts. The original results were published in [78]. The results

presented here have been re-analysed, and the significant differences in the

analysis will be discussed later.

The major difference between this measurement (and all subsequent mea-

surements) and the September 2001 experiment is in the calibration of the

AC Stark shift. The uncertainty in the coefficient of the shift (largely due to

the measurement of the beam size at the time of calibration), combined with

the uncertainty in measuring the beam size during the experiment leads to

a very large uncertainty in the AC Stark shift correction.

This measurement bypasses the uncertainties in the beam size measure-

ment by measuring the transition frequency for a range of probe beam powers

and extrapolating to zero power. If the variation of the beam size is smaller

than the uncertainty in its measurement (which it is) then this method pro-

vides a more accurate indication of the AC Stark shift-corrected frequency.

The parameters of the measurement are shown in Table 5.2. They are
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Date 13–15 March 2002
Probe laser linewidth ∼ 4.5 kHz
Focusing Tight focus (5 µm)
Magnetic field 617± 4 µT
Software Visual Basic
Mechanical Shutters 467 nm beam only
AOM Switching 369 nm, 638 nm
Not switched 935 nm

Table 5.2: Experimental conditions for the March 2002 frequency measure-
ments.

essentially the same as for the September 2001 measurement. The synchroni-

sation with the femtosecond comb data was improved. The time was recorded

at the beginning and end of each scan. The comb frequency was interpolated

for each frequency bin of the scan by linear interpolation. This is not per-

fect, as the scan is not a constant speed in frequency, but takes longer the

more quantum jumps occur. The linear approximation is good to better than

1 minute, however, and this makes very little difference on the scale of the

uncertainties in this measurement.

The femtosecond comb measurements of the ULE cavity frequency are

shown in Figure 5.2. There is a day-to-day variation due to the isothermal

long-term drift of the cavity, plus a daily variation due to the temperature

stability of the laboratory and the control system. The data from 14 March

is shown, expanded, in Figure 5.3. This plot illustrates the interpolation used

to estimate the cavity frequency for each quantum jump observed.

Some typical scans of the octupole transition are shown in Figure 5.4.

Dependent on probe laser power and pulse length, there are around 10 quan-

tum jumps in a scan. With such a low number of jumps, there is no reason

to expect a ‘nice’ lineshape in every scan. To estimate the linewidth of the

laser better, the scans must be accumulated. This has been done in Figure

5.5. The best estimate of the FWHM linewidth from this data is 4.9 kHz,

assuming a Gaussian profile (1σ = 2 kHz).

Combining the interpolated femtosecond comb data with the scan data

gives the absolute frequency measurements shown as a function of probe laser
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Figure 5.2: Femtosecond comb measurement data for 13,14, and 15 March
2002. There is a large drift from day to day. The linear drift rates for the
three days are roughly -2 Hz, -0.15 Hz, and -2 Hz respectively. A magnified
plot of the 14 March cavity frequency data is shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Femtosecond comb measurements of the ULE cavity frequency
on 14 March 2002. Oscillations can be seen on the cavity frequency, but the
overall drift rate is close to the isothermal drift of the cavity. The break in
the data at 21 hours is due to the laser losing lock and the lock offset being
adjusted. The line shows the interpolated frequency used to estimate the
comb frequency for each frequency bin in a scan of the ion.
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Figure 5.4: Sample data sets from 14 March 2002. (a) Scan ‘e’ — a 4 mW
data point. (b) Scan ‘y’ — a 2 mW data point. (c) Scan ‘k’ - a 1 mW data
point.
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Figure 5.5: Accumulated spectrum of the 467 nm transition, using all data
(235 quantum jumps) taken on 14 March 2002. The frequency axis represents
the offset of each quantum jump from the centre of its scan. The scans are
accumulated by aligning their centres, rather than by correcting for the AC
Stark shift. This spectrum therefore reflects the probe laser linewidth accu-
rately, but neglects systematic shifts. Assuming a Gaussian profile (shown),
the best estimate of the FWHM laser linewidth is 4.9 kHz.
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power in Figure 5.6. The frequency uncertainties are simply the statistical

uncertainties on the means of the scans (after combination with the comb

data). The x-error bars are our best estimates of the uncertainties arising

from focussing, alignment, and laser power variations. Most of these un-

certainties are specific to the alignment process. Because of this, the data

shown in Figure 5.6 are grouped by alignment - all scans of the same power,

between re-alignments of the probe beam, are combined, and estimated align-

ment uncertainties are attributed to the grouped points. A weighted least-

squares fit to the data, as a function of power, provides a best estimate

of the unperturbed (by the AC Stark shift) transition frequency. This is

642 121 496 771.02± 0.28 kHz. This number then needs correcting for other

systematic shifts. The only significant systematic shift is the second order

Zeeman shift. An uncertainty (although not a correction to the measured fre-

quency) also comes from the accuracy with which the frequency of the hydro-

gen maser used as the reference frequency for these measurements is related

to the caesium primary standard. This uncertainty is 16 Hz on the measured

optical frequency. All other shifts and uncertainties (the quadrupole shift,

AC Stark shifts from 369 nm and 935 nm light, DC Stark shifts and black-

body shifts) are estimated to be below 1 Hz [73]. The second-order Zeeman

shift is calculated to be −660 ± 10 Hz. Combining these with the measure-

ment data, the absolute frequency of the ytterbium octupole transition, as

measured in March 2002 is

fMar02 = 642 121 496 771.68± 0.28 kHz (5.3)

This number disagrees with the published number [78] by about 400 Hz,

and has a slightly larger uncertainty. The reason for the discrepancy in

the measured frequency is an error in the published paper. An incorrect

calibration of the magnetic field coils was used. This can be traced back to

an earlier paper [67] which presented two numbers (one in the text, one in a

figure caption) for the calibration of our magnetic field coils – 153 µT A−1

and 308.5 µT A−1. The difference between the two is that one is based on

an incorrect calculation of the g-factor for the upper state of the 2S1/2(F=0
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Figure 5.6: Measurement data for the 13–15 March 2002 scans. The
frequency axis shows the offset of the measured absolute frequency from
642 121 496 770 kHz. The error bars show the statistical frequency un-
certainty and estimated power uncertainty. The straight line is a weighted
least-squares fit taking both power and frequency uncertainties into account.
Data are grouped by probe beam alignment and power.
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→ F=1) transition used in that paper to calibrate the field. The correct

number is the larger one – 308.5 µT A−1 – while the smaller number was

used in error in the published measurement [78]. This explains the frequency

discrepancy.

The uncertainty is also larger due to the manner in which probe laser

alignment errors are accounted for. In the published measurement, the esti-

mated uncertainties were attributed to each individual scan, and the data set

was then fitted. For the number presented here, scans between re-alignments

of the probe beam were grouped, and then the power uncertainties were

attributed. It was felt that this gave a more realistic estimate of the real

uncertainties in the measurement. The weighted fitting procedure effectively

‘averages down’ the power uncertainties, and so, with less points to average

over, the newer measurement gives a slightly larger uncertainty on the final

number - 280 Hz as opposed to 230 Hz.

It is also worthwhile checking that this uncertainty is reasonable. The

χ2/ν value of the fit (ν is the number of degrees of freedom) gives the ratio

of the residuals of the fitting procedure (the distance of points from the line)

to their attributed uncertainties. For purely statistical data, the expected

value is χ2/ν = 1. For these data, χ2/ν = 1.44. For 14 degrees of freedom

the probability, P (χ2/ν > 1.44) = 0.12. That is, the probability of observing

a reduced χ2 value this bad or worse, due to random statistical variation with

standard deviations equal to those we have attributed to the data points, is

approximately 1 in 8. This is not strong enough evidence to say that we

have under-estimated any of the errors in the measurement, nor is it strong

evidence of any non-statistical variation of the transition frequency. To err

on the side of safety, the uncertainties may be scaled by the square root of

the reduced chi-squared, giving a final uncertainty estimate of 340 Hz.

5.4 May 2003

A number of changes were made to the experiment between the March 2002

measurement period and the May 2003 measurements. The new LabVIEW

experimental control system was used both to control the experiment and
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Date May2003
Probe laser linewidth ∼ 150 Hz
Focusing Defocused (∼ 10 µm)
Magnetic field 188± 4 µT
Software LabVIEW
Mechanical Shutters 467 nm, 369 nm, and 935 nm beams
AOM Switching 369 nm, 638 nm
Not switched None

Table 5.3: Experimental conditions for the May 2003 frequency measure-
ments.

acquire data. Mechanical shutters were added to the 369 nm and 935 nm

beams, to avoid any possibility of leakage light from AOMs giving rise to

AC Stark shifts. A lower magnetic field was used, reducing the second order

Zeeman shift, and its uncertainty.

There was considerable development work on the 467 nm probe laser

system between the measurements. The largest changes were that the ULE

reference cavity was mounted on a vibration isolation platform, surrounded

by an acoustically isolating enclosure. This reduced the laser linewidth, as

observed on scans of the octupole transition, to approximately 150 Hz (See

Section 3.6 and Figure 3.8). This reduction in linewidth, with corresponding

increase in spectral intensity, allowed a reduction in the 467 nm intensity

while keeping the same transition rate. This reduced the AC Stark shifts

by a factor of about 10, in line with the reduction in linewidth. To reduce

the intensity, the beam was defocused 1–2 Rayleigh ranges, increasing the

spot size on the ion rather than reducing the power in the beam. This

gave a fractional decrease in alignment uncertainties, and hence intensity

uncertainties.

Several types of measurement were made in the May 2003 experimental

period. The first of these was frequency measurement data with a defocused

probe laser beam, and this represents an attempt to reach the highest possible

frequency accuracy. Consistency checks were also carried out by operating

the experiment in a variety of different conditions, and a calibration of the

second-order Zeeman shift was performed.
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Figure 5.7: Measurement data for 7,8 and 15 May 2003, with a defocused
probe laser beam. The frequency axis shows the offset of the measured
absolute frequency from 642 121 496 770 kHz

5.4.1 Defocused probe beam data

The data with the defocused probe beam were taken on 7,8, and 15 May

2003, and are shown in Figure 5.7. The measurement procedure was the

same as for the March 2002 measurement. The slope of the graph is much

smaller than for the March 2002 data, due to the defocusing.

A weighted least-squares fit, taking into account alignment, power, and

statistical frequency errors gives an intercept of (2.728±0.041) kHz. However,

the reduced chi-square value χ2/ν = 3.4 for 27 degrees of freedom, which is

vanishingly improbable (10−8). As is clear from Figure 5.7, the distribution

of data points is inconsistent with the uncertainties ascribed to them. Figure

5.8 shows the same data, corrected for the AC Stark shift by the slope of the

least-squares fit.

The AC Stark shift corrected data does not appear to be statistically
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Figure 5.8: AC Stark-shift corrected measurement data. The data points do
not appear to be statistically distributed. As plotted, the mean frequency is
zero. The dotted lines indicate ±1σ estimated using a rectangular distribu-
tion (see text).
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distributed. In particular, the first few data points on 7 May and a (non-

contiguous) pair of data points on 8 May appear to be substantially distant

from the main body of measurements. The original data and operating con-

ditions for these points were checked very carefully, but no reason could be

found to discard them, or any other points in this data set. It would seem

that some systematic shift is fluctuating and not being accounted for in our

error estimates. However, no plausible source for this has been found. It

takes a factor of five increase in the estimate of the intensity uncertainties to

obtain a reduced chi-squared value of one. All of the data we have about the

fluctuations of alignment and laser power is inconsistent with such a large

uncertainty. As the statistical uncertainty on the weighted mean of 41 Hz on

this measurement is clearly unreasonable, the error can be estimated by us-

ing a rectangular distribution. This is a worst-case model of the fluctuations

which are causing the scatter we observe. Taking the highest and lowest data

points, the data has a range of R = 550 Hz. If this is taken as the full range

of a rectangular distribution, the standard deviation is

σ =
R

2
√

3
= 160 Hz (5.4)

In this situation, where statistical errors no longer dominate, it is unreason-

able to use the statistically-weighted fit as an estimate of the intercept of

Figure 5.7. An unweighted fit gives an intercept of 2.67 kHz.

A magnetic field of 188 ± 4 µT was used in the experiment, and so the

second-order Zeeman shift correction is −60.79 ± 0.04 Hz. The maser ref-

erence frequency contributes an uncertainty of 16 Hz. Therefore, the best

estimate of the transition frequency, as measured in May 2003 is

fMay03 = 642 121 496 772.73± 0.16 kHz (5.5)

This is not in good agreement with the measurement made in March 2002.

There is a 2.9σ difference in the measured frequencies1. This led us to perform

1It was this measurement which lead to the discovery of the incorrect magnetic field
calibration in March 2002 – there is a 6σ discrepancy with the published frequency [78].
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experiments searching for a possible cause of the discrepancy.

5.4.2 The search for systematic effects

Many details of the experiment had changed between March 2002 and May

2003, and so these were investigated as possible causes of the discrepancy

observed between the measured frequencies at those times. A large number

of small tests were performed, detailed in order below, in addition to a more

thorough investigation of the largest systematic shift – the AC Stark shift –

which is described at the end of this section.

Possible causes of systematic shifts

Control software The control software was changed from the Visual Basic

system to a new LabVIEW system between the measurements. Data

was acquired using the VB system as a check on the accuracy of the

new software. No change in the measured frequency was observed.

Mechanical shutters Between the experiments, mechanical shutters had

been added to the 369 nm and 935 nm beams, to avoid any AC Stark

shifts which may occur from light ‘leaking’ through AOMs. These were

removed, but no change in the measured frequency was observed within

the statistical uncertainties, as expected.

Synthesiser referencing In the March 2002 measurement, the probe beam

offset synthesiser, which sets the offset of the probe laser from the ULE

reference cavity, took its reference from the 10 MHz output of an off-

air frequency standard. This is a device which obtains a reference fre-

quency from the 60 kHz signal broadcast from Droitwich. The records

of the stability of this signal during the 2002 measurement period were

checked, and no signal outages which would affect the measurement

were found. In 2003, the maser-derived signal was used as a reference

for the synthesiser. This was swapped for an off-air standard, and no

significant difference in measured frequency was observed. Tests were

also done in which the off-air standard lost it radio signal and became
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unlocked. In these cases, the synthesisers reverted back to their internal

references, which were accurate to a few hertz at 100 MHz.

Microwave source The source of the 12.6 GHz microwaves had been cha-

nged from a microwave synthesiser to a stable oscillator plus radiofre-

quency synthesiser and mixer. This was changed back, but no change

in the measured frequency was observed.

638 nm F-state repumper The 638 nm repumper beam, which pumps

out of the F-state, was left on during a scan, to see if this shifted the

frequency significantly. It did not. The repumper transition itself is a

weak transition, and the laser is far off-resonant from other transitions

in the ion.

UV power meter A mains-powered UV power meter sits on the top of the

trap support structure. In case magnetic fields from this were affecting

the experiment, measurements were made both with and without the

meter switched on. No difference was measured.

Micromotion Micromotion is associated with several systematic effects. To

see if this could have caused the shift between measurements, it was

deliberately made bad by adjusting the trap compensation electrodes.

As expected from our calculations, no difference was measurable within

the experimental resolution.

The ion If a dark ion is present in the trap along with the 171Yb+ ion, it

should be possible to detect that either in the bright ion’s micromotion

characteristics or in its fluorescence spectrum (Doppler cooling profile),

which should show evidence of crystallisation. To ensure that we had

not missed a dark ion which was somehow biasing the frequency meas-

urement, the ion we had kept trapped for several days was removed

from the trap (the trap was switched off), and a new ion loaded. No

change in the measured frequency was observed.
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Probe beam focusing and linewidth

The largest changes to the experiment in terms of systematic shifts between

March 2002 and May 2003 were the reduction in linewidth and the defocusing

of the probe laser beam. In order to see if these had caused a systematic shift

of the frequency, measurements were made in two configurations, otherwise

identical to the configuration used for the narrow-linewidth, defocused data

presented in the previous section. Firstly, the probe beam was re-focused

on the ion, to a 5 µm spot. The second set of data also removed the acous-

tically isolating box from around the ULE reference cavity, increasing the

laser linewidth to approximately 2 kHz. The results of these measurements

are shown, along with the defocused data, in Figure 5.9. The fitted inter-

cepts for the three data sets are (2.65 ± 0.20) kHz, (2.57 ± 0.17) kHz and

(2.67± 0.16) kHz for the focused, narrow linewidth data, the focused, broad

linewidth data and the defocused data, respectively. There is no measurable

difference in frequency between the different sets of experimental conditions

within the limits of the measurement accuracy. The discrepancy with the

March 2002 measurement remains.

5.4.3 Second-order Zeeman shift calibration

A new calibration of the second-order Zeeman shift was performed during

the May 2003 measurement period, both to check that previous measure-

ments [67] were correct and to obtain a more accurate value of the coefficient

of the shift. The data are shown in Figure 5.10. The least-squares fit to

the measurement data gives a coefficient of the second-order Zeeman shift

CZeeman = −1.72 ± 0.03 mHz(µT)−2. This is in good agreement with the

previously measured value of −1.9 ± 0.3 mHz(µT)−2. The new value has

been used for all calculations of the second-order Zeeman shift in this thesis.

5.5 July 2003

Another measurement was made in July 2003 in basically identical conditions

to during May of that year. The measurement data is shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of three measurement data sets. Firstly, with a
defocused probe beam and narrow linewidth probe laser, then with a focused
probe beam and narrow linewidth laser, and finally with a focused probe
beam and broad linewidth probe laser. Error bars are omitted for clarity, but
all the points are reasonably consistent with their estimated uncertainties.
The dotted lines indicate the weighted least-squares fits for the three data
sets.
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Figure 5.10: Second-order Zeeman shift of the octupole transition, and least-
squares fit.
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Figure 5.12: Summary of all femtosecond comb measurements of the fre-
quency of the octupole transition. The unweighted mean, and standard de-
viation estimated from the spread of the points are shown.

A weighted least-squares fit gives an intercept of 2.634 ± 0.031 kHz fre-

quency offset. The distribution of the points is again non-Gaussian, and so

the uncertainty calculated from the error estimates is not reliable. Taking a

rectangular distribution over the AC Stark-shift corrected data, a more rea-

sonable uncertainty estimate is 200 Hz. The magnetic field was the same as

in May 2003, and so the correction remains 61 Hz. Combining these numbers

gives the best estimate for the frequency in July 2003 as

fJul03 = 642 121 496 772.70± 0.20 kHz (5.6)

5.6 Summary of measurements

A summary of the measurements and their uncertainties is shown in Figure

5.12. As the situation stands, the March 2002 measurement is uncomfortably
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distant from subsequent measurements. Though there was a thorough search

for a possible cause of this discrepancy, none could be found. It remains possi-

ble that a combination of a large number of small effects conspired to produce

the difference. In the absence of knowing the source of the discrepancy, the

best estimate of the transition frequency can be found from an unweighted

mean of the three most recent measurements. Doing this, and estimating the

standard deviation of the underlying distribution by multiplying the range

of the measurements by an appropriate weighting factor2 [79] gives a best

estimate of the 2S1/2(F=0) to 2F7/2(F=0) transition in 171Yb+ as

fJul03 = 642 121 496 772.37± 0.62 kHz (5.7)

5.7 Future development

The relative uncertainty of 1 × 10−12 on the measured frequency can be

compared with the uncertainties of measurements made of other trapped ion

clock transition frequencies. The 171Yb+ 435 nm quadrupole transition has

been measured to an accuracy of 9 × 10−15 [14], the 282 nm quadrupole

transition in 199Hg+ to 1 × 10−14 [80], the 674 nm quadrupole transition in
88Sr+ to 2×10−13 [10], and the 236 nm clock transition in 115In+ to 1×10−13

[16]. The ytterbium octupole transition frequency measurement is limited in

respect to these primarily by the linewidth of the probe laser.

The future direction of the experiment is therefore clear – the biggest

challenge is to continue to reduce the linewidth of the probe laser system. The

increased precision this offers will help to make more accurate measurements,

and, if there is a real systematic problem, to diagnose it. Several projects

are ongoing to reduce the linewidth of the system. The first is to fit an

intra-cavity electro-optic modulator to the 934 nm Ti:sapphire laser. This

should remove high-frequency noise which is beyond the bandwidth of the

current AOM servo system. Improved vibration and acoustic isolation for the

reference cavity can also make a very large difference, as has been observed

recently in experiments at NPL with Nd:YAG lasers in acoustically quiet

2This factor is 0.591 for three data points.
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environments [81].

A second ytterbium ion trap has been built, and once operational this will

allow inter-trap comparisons. These are a much faster and more accurate way

of determining relative systematic shifts, and should allow for very accurate

calibrations of various shifts. It will also enable the reproducibility of the

ion-trap environment to be tested at a high level.

To fully reap the benefits of a narrower linewidth and having two traps,

it will be necessary to lock the probe laser to the octupole transition, rather

than scanning across it. This will increase the data rate by an order of

magnitude or more. With the new control system, performing this locking

should be relatively simple.

In the longer term, it will be necessary to use the NPL caesium fountain

as a reference for the femtosecond comb, rather than a hydrogen maser. The

uncertainty which the maser contributes is similar to the statistical uncer-

tainty of our best measurements. The fountain is a direct realisation of the

SI second, and a much better reference for absolute frequency measurements.

The ultimate aim, though is to surpass the caesium fountain in terms of ab-

solute frequency stability and reproducibility, and possibly to become the

new primary standard. These absolute frequency measurements represent

progress towards that goal.



Chapter 6

EIT cooling simulation

6.1 Introduction

Ground-state cooling can bring several benefits to trapped-ion experiments

(particularly frequency standards and quantum information processing sys-

tems), in addition to being an interesting and fundamental topic in its own

right. The basic idea was covered in Section 2.4.5. To recap quickly, a strong

coupling laser is blue-detuned from one Zeeman component of the 369 nm

transition in 172Yb+. A weaker coupling laser is tuned to the same frequency

above resonance on a transition to the same upper state from the other mag-

netic sublevel of the ground state. The strong laser modifies the absorption

profile of the transition, creating a narrow resonance for the probe laser. This

resonance is light-shifted from the detuning of the coupling laser by the shift

induced by the coupling laser. By setting this shift equal to the vibrational

frequency of the trap, the weak probe laser is resonant with the lower vibra-

tional sideband of the narrow resonance, and can selectively excite it. This

excitation, followed by a natural decay on the 369 nm transition, leads to

cooling of the ion below the Doppler limit.

The modelling described in this chapter was carried out during 2001, and

was based on the theory set out in reference [21]. This theory was simple,

and had some shortcomings, such as being valid only in the regime where the

probe is much weaker than the coupling laser. The simulations described in

115
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this chapter were motivated partly by a wish to understand the behaviour

of the cooling process in regimes not covered by the theory in [21], but

these are now covered by the more general theory [54] published after this

modelling was complete. However, the density matrix model described here

is much more general than the tightly defined conditions of EIT cooling. This

allowed exploration of the behaviour of the cooling process in more physically

realistic conditions, such as mis-matched laser detunings and imperfect light-

shift adjustment, which are encountered in a real experiment.

6.2 Rate-equation model

Initially, a rate equation model, based on the theory in [21] was developed

using a spreadsheet. This model calculates the rate coefficients for the vi-

brational state changing transitions using

A± =
Ω2

g

γ

γ2ω2
sec

γ2ω2
sec + 4 [Ω2

r/4− ωsec(ωsec ∓∆)]2
, (6.1)

where A+ is the rate coefficient for |n〉 → |n+1〉 transitions, A− the coefficient

for |n〉 → |n − 1〉 transitions and γ is the linewidth of the upper state.

These coefficients are derived from the standard theory of EIT cooling in

[21]. The model then takes an initial distribution over vibrational states, and

simply calculates the rates of transitions in and out of each level, producing

a distribution over vibrational states at each point in time.

This model assumes the ideal three-level system for the cooling, and

makes no attempt to include the effects of using a four (or more) level system

in the experiment.

The model includes various macros which can optimise the detuning of

the pair of lasers from resonance, or plot the dependence of the final n̄ on

a background heating rate included in the model. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show

the dependence of the cooling rate and final n̄ on the detuning of the lasers

from resonance.

It is also worth considering the effects of a background heating rate on
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Figure 6.1: Dependence of the achieved n̄ for EIT cooling on the common
detuning of lasers from resonance. The parameters in the model were for the
ytterbium system, with a Lamb-Dicke parameter of η = 0.18.
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Figure 6.3: Dependence of final ground state occupancy P(0) on heating
rate. The parameters in the model were for the ytterbium system, with a
Lamb-Dicke parameter of η = 0.18.

the final value of n̄ achieved. Figure 6.3 shows this. The dependence is lin-

ear, with a coefficient (in this case) of 1.9 × 10−4 s (phonons per [phonon

per second]). The source of the heating is not described in any way - it is

implemented simply as the rate at which ions would heat in the trap if no

lasers were present. It is interesting to note that in these circumstances a

ground state occupation of 99% or better can be maintained with a back-

ground heating rate of up to 20 s−1. This number is larger than quoted

for most ion traps of the ring or endcap type (e.g. [82, 83]), though much

smaller than the heating rates measured in the NIST miniature traps. If

the NPL Yb+ trap has similar characteristics, this implies that good ground

state cooling should be possible.
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6.3 Density matrix model

Following the rate equation model, a more complex, more general model of

the quantum dynamics of a trapped ion with several electronic energy levels

interacting with several laser fields was made.

6.3.1 Density matrices

The model represents the state of the system in a density matrix. This

is a matrix which records the populations of the states of the system, and

the coherences between them. The density matrix is a representation of the

components of the density operator

ρ̂ =
∑

a,b

ρab|a〉〈b|. (6.2)

For example, if a system can take a finite set of states |1〉, |2〉 . . . |n〉, then

for a state represented by

ψ = c1|1〉+ c2|2〉+ · · ·+ cn|n〉, (6.3)

the density matrix is

ρ =




c1c
∗
1 c1c

∗
2 · · · c1c

∗
n

c2c
∗
1 c2c

∗
2 c2c

∗
n

...
. . .

...

cnc
∗
1 cnc

∗
2 · · · cnc∗n




. (6.4)

This is a coherent superposition of states. For a statistical mixture of states

the density matrix is simply

ρ =




c1c
∗
1 0 · · · 0

0 c2c
∗
2 0

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · cnc
∗
n




. (6.5)
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The diagonal elements of the density matrix represent the populations of

the states |1〉 . . . |n〉, and so the matrix has the property that

Tr(ρ) = 1. (6.6)

This expresses the rule that the sum of the probabilities of being in the indi-

vidual states must be unity. The matrix is also Hermitian. These properties

serve as useful checks on the basic functioning of the model. If the model

does not preserve these properties, it cannot be correct.

6.3.2 The time evolution of the density matrix

If the system represented by the density matrix has a Hamiltonian Ĥ, the

time evolution of the system is given by [55, 84]

dρ

dt
= − i

h̄
[Ĥ, ρ] + Ldamp(ρ), (6.7)

where Ldamp is a damping operator which takes account of dissipative pro-

cesses in the system, such as spontaneous decay.

Thus, to build a model it is necessary to numerically integrate the above

equation. The difficult part of this is not in the integration, but in finding

the correct Hamiltonian for the system under consideration, and expressing

it in a way which is integrable in a reasonable time.

It is also necessary to find a finite set of basis states to consider. As

an atom or a harmonic oscillator has an infinite set of energy levels, it is

necessary to truncate this set in a way which will not affect the dynamics of

the system, under the circumstances to be considered, in any significant way.

6.3.3 The Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian for the trapped atom may be considered as consisting of

three separable parts [55, 85]:

• The internal electronic energy levels of the atom, Ĥatom ,
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• The energy levels of the atom in the trapping potential, Ĥtrap ,

• The energy of interaction of the atom with the incident light field, Ĥint .

The internal atomic Hamiltonian

The form of Hatom may be written down simply. If an atom has internal

energy levels |a〉, |b〉, |c〉, with energies Ea, Eb, Ec, then

Ĥatom |a〉 = Ea|a〉, (6.8)

Ĥatom |b〉 = Eb|b〉,
Ĥatom |c〉 = Ec|c〉.

The following discussion is in terms of this three-level system, but it can be

trivially extended to more states in the model. Following [21], the states of

the three-level atom are labelled |g〉 (ground), |e〉 (excited) and |r〉 (metastable).

The electronic Hamiltonian can then be written as

Ĥatom =




Eg 0 0

0 Ee 0

0 0 Er


 , (6.9)

in a basis

|g〉 =




1

0

0


 , |e〉 =




0

1

0


 , |r〉 =




0

0

1


 . (6.10)

This Hamiltonian operates only on the internal states of the atom, and

not on the vibrational states.

The trap Hamiltonian

The trapping potential is approximated as the harmonic oscillator pseudopo-

tential, and its true time-varying nature is neglected. This should have little

effect on the simulation as the time variation of the potential is much faster

than other processes in the system. Neglecting the time variation means that
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micromotion is not accounted for in the model. As micromotion is minimised

in all experiments before any cooling is attempted, this should have only a

small effect on the cooling dynamics.

Only one dimension of the trapping potential is considered here. This

simplifies the Hamiltonian, and reduces the computational requirements, but

should retain most of the essential physics of the cooling processes.

If the trap has a secular frequency ωsec, then the energy levels are given

by

En =

(
n +

1

2

)
h̄ωsec. (6.11)

This can also be written in terms of the harmonic oscillator raising and

lowering operators â† and â. In matrix form,

â =




0
√

1 0 . . .

0 0
√

2

0 0 0
. . .

...




, (6.12)

in a purely vibrational basis. Using these operators,

Ĥtrap =

(
â†â +

1

2

)
h̄ωsec. (6.13)

This Hamiltonian produces an infinite spectrum of levels, but in the model

this is truncated to the lowest few levels. The higher levels should not be

involved in the cooling to any significant extent if they are not initially oc-

cupied, and so can be neglected. The validity of this assumption can be

checked by increasing the number of levels under consideration and compar-

ing results. This Hamiltonian operates only on the vibrational states of the

atom, and not on the electronic states.

The interaction Hamiltonian

The most important part of the Hamiltonian for the purposes of the model is

the interaction Hamiltonian. This introduces coupling between the incident
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light field, the motional states and the internal electronic states. It is this

coupling which leads to sidebands on optical transitions, and allows cooling

processes to occur.

The energy of interaction of a light beam with an atomic dipole can be

written

Ĥ = eD.E, (6.14)

where D is the dipole moment of the atom and E the electric field of the

incident radiation.

The electric field has the form

E = E0 cos(ωt− kx). (6.15)

It is important to include the spatial dependence of the electric field, as it

is this which gives rise to the coupling between the motional and electronic

states.

Between any two states, the interaction energy can be defined by a Rabi

frequency Ω12, where

Ω12 =
eE0X12

h̄
, (6.16)

given the dipole matrix element between the two states

X12 = 〈ψ1|D.ẑ|ψ2〉, (6.17)

and assuming the electric field acts in the z direction only [86].

The interaction Hamiltonian then takes the form

Ĥ = h̄Ω12 cos(ωt− kx). (6.18)

This, however, is sufficient only for a two-level system. For a multiple-level

system, the Hamiltonian must also specify which states it is linking. This is

achieved through use of the internal state raising and lowering operators, σ+

and σ−, for the two levels under consideration. Using these operators, the
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Hamiltonian becomes [87]

Ĥint =
1

2
h̄Ω12(σ+ + σ−)

(
ei(kx−ωt) + e−i(kx−ωt

)
. (6.19)

Here the cosine term has been expanded as a sum of exponentials. It is

worth noting that the Rabi frequency used here is as defined in Loudon [86]

and agrees with the value used by the Innsbruck group generally [87], but is

twice the value of the Rabi frequency used by NIST in their papers. That is

Ω = 2ΩNIST .

The position co-ordinate x̂ can be written as a sum of the harmonic

oscillator raising and lowering operators, and hence the kx term in equation

6.19 can be written as

eikx = eiη(â+â†). (6.20)

Here η is the Lamb-Dicke parameter

η = k

√
h̄

2mωsec

(6.21)

Thus we have all the ingredients for a numerical simulation of the atom-

trap-laser system, treating the laser field classically. However, the interaction

Hamiltonian contains terms which oscillate at optical frequencies, and is

unamenable to numerical integration in a reasonable time. For this, it is

necessary to transform into an interaction picture. How to do this is explained

in a following section, but first it is necessary to explain how the basis states

for the calculation are constructed.

The basis states of the model

The system under consideration has two independent degrees of freedom, and

these must be united in some way for the numerical calculations. Firstly,

there are the internal atomic states |g〉,|e〉 and |r〉. The density matrix for

these states is a simple 3×3 matrix.

Secondly, the vibrational energy levels, truncated at nmax have their ‘own’

density matrix of size (nmax + 1) × (nmax + 1), independent of the internal
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atomic states.

In the model, these are united in a larger structure. The combined density

matrix is a square of dimension 3 × (nmax + 1) elements. The raising and

lowering operators for the atomic state and for the vibrational state are

modified such that they remain orthogonal when operating on the combined

density matrix. The advantage of this is that the unified structure means

that standard matrix operations can be used in the simulation, avoiding the

need for custom numerical routines for low-level operations.

Transforming to the interaction picture

To transform to the interaction picture, a unitary operator Û is applied to

the total Hamiltonian (Ĥatom + Ĥtrap + Ĥint) and the density matrix to give

Ĥ ′ = ÛĤÛ † − ih̄Û
dÛ †

dt
(6.22)

ρ′ = ÛρÛ † (6.23)

This is a general result for any system. For the interaction picture specifically,

U = exp(−i(Ĥ0/h̄)t), where Ĥ0 in this case is Ĥatom + Ĥtrap . All calculations

are then carried out in the basis of ρ′.

After transforming to the interaction picture and making a rotating wave

approximation (neglecting terms which oscillate at ω + ω0),

Ĥ ′
int =

1

2
h̄Ω12

(
σ+eiη(âeiωsect+â†e−iωsect)e−i∆t + σ−e−iη(âeiωsect+â†e−iωsect)ei∆t

)
.

(6.24)

Here, ∆ is the detuning of the laser field from resonance. This is now the

only Hamiltonian which requires integration - the H0 part of the Hamiltonian

is transformed to a zero matrix by the second term in equation 6.22. This

Hamiltonian evolves no faster than the fastest of either the trap frequency

ωsec or the detuning. Both these frequencies are much lower than optical

frequencies, and so the simulation is more manageable in this basis. It is

worth noting that the harmonic oscillator raising and lowering operators

acquire a time dependence in the transformation.
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6.3.4 The damping operator

Having found the appropriate form for the interaction Hamiltonian, it is

necessary to know how to construct the damping term in equation 6.7. The

general form of this operator is the Liouville operator [55]

Ldamp(ρ) = −1

2

∑
m

[
Ĉ†

mĈmρ + ρĈ†
mĈm − 2ĈmρĈ†

m

]
, (6.25)

where each m labels an independent damping process. The Ĉ operators are

defined for spontaneous emission as

Ĉeg =
√

Γeg|g〉〈e|. (6.26)

Γeg is the natural linewidth of the decay route from level |e〉 to level |g〉. The

decoherence due to finite laser linewidths may also be included in the model

using

Ĉlaser =
√

2Γlaser |x〉〈x|, (6.27)

where x is state |g〉 or state |r〉 in the three-level lambda system, and Γlaser

is the linewidth of the laser coupling this level to another.

The damping operator is unchanged in transforming to the interaction

picture.

6.3.5 Implementation

With the form of the Hamiltonian and the damping operators known, it is

necessary to implement the equations of motion of the system. This was

done using the MATLAB package (v4 and v6), which provides a reasonably

fast and robust set of numerical methods optimised for dealing with matrices.

Various integration algorithms were used, with no observed change in results,

but of varying speed dependent on the situation. Generally a second/third

order Runge-Kutta method was used.
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Figure 6.4: Rabi flopping. Ω = 10 MHz.

6.3.6 Results

Verification

A quick test of one aspect of the basic operation of the model is provided by a

Rabi flopping experiment. Figure 6.4 shows the results of tuning a single laser

to resonance, in a system with no decay routes and no vibrational structure,

with a Rabi frequency of 2π×1 MHz. Over 10 µs, 10 complete Rabi cycles are

observed. There appears to be no mismatch between the model and theory.

A test of the interaction Hamiltonian is provided by the sideband Rabi

flopping frequency. If a laser with carrier Rabi frequency Ω is tuned to

the first red sideband of an atom in state |n〉, the expected Rabi flopping
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Figure 6.5: Rabi oscillations on the first red sideband.

frequency between |n〉 and |n− 1〉 is [87]

Ωn,n−1 = η
√

nΩ. (6.28)

Figure 6.5 shows Rabi oscillations on the red sideband of an atom initially

in the n = 1 state. The parameters are Ω = (2π) × 100 kHz, ∆ = −ωsec =

1 MHz, η = 0.1. Hence the sideband Rabi frequency is expected to be 10 kHz,

and the atom should complete three cycles between the vibrational levels in

the time span covered by the graph.

The actual flopping frequency is slightly faster than is näıvely expected,

and the population transfer between vibrational levels is not complete. This

behaviour is expected if the laser is not exactly on resonance. Although the

detuning of the laser has been set to the ‘ideal’ position of the sideband, no
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allowance has been made for the AC Stark shift induced by the off-resonant

interaction of the laser with the carrier, and so the laser will be slightly off-

resonant with the sideband. In this respect, the model behaves as expected.

Sideband cooling

Sideband cooling calculations are theoretically more simple than EIT cooling

calculations. There is only one laser and two atomic levels involved in the

cooling, at a basic level. In reality, sideband cooling is performed with a laser

coupling the metastable state to the ground state via an intermediate level.

Following [44], this system can be approximated to a two level system with

an effective linewidth for the metastable state.

It is possible to generate a spectrum of the sidebands using the model.

This allows optimisation for AC Stark shifts, if they are large (which is

usually not the case), and acts as a check on the validity of the model - are

the sidebands in the right place? Figure 6.6 shows a vibrational evolution

spectrum.

The spectrum does show that the sidebands are in their expected posi-

tions, and also confirms that the blue sideband is more intense than the red.

The relationship between sideband heights in Figure 6.6 is not a simple one,

as the points in the spectrum represent end-points of cooling curves, and not

initial rates of heating or cooling.

EIT absorption profiles

By ignoring the effect of the trapping potential, it is possible to generate a

spectrum of the EIT absorption feature in a free atom.

The lineshape shows the cancellation of absorption when the two lasers

are detuned to the same point above resonance, and displays the narrow res-

onance peak close by. This is for the case of zero laser linewidth. To imple-

ment in a practical experiment, it is useful to know the laser linewidth which

will allow the EIT condition to hold well. It is the relative laser linewidth,

rather than absolute linewidth which causes decoherence. If both coupling

and probe beams are derived from the same laser via some coherent method
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Figure 6.6: Vibrational evolution spectrum. The first-order red and blue
sidebands are visible. The system was allowed to evolve for 0.1 ms at each
detuning, and the value of n̄ recorded. The trap frequency was 1.3 MHz, and
the effective linewidth of the cooling transition 150 kHz.
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Figure 6.7: EIT absorption profile. Parameters are for Γ = (2π)× 20 MHz.
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Figure 6.8: EIT absorption profiles for various laser linewidths. Both the
lasers had the same linewidth, and the lasers were assumed to be independent.
The detuning of the coupling laser is 4.2 atomic linewidths.

(e.g. an AOM), then this is unlikely to be an experimental issue. Figure

6.8 shows the effect of the relative laser linewidth on the absorption profile.

As the linewidth increases, the cancellation of absorption disappears and the

narrow resonance broadens. This situation has been studied analytically in

[88].

The figure shows that 10 kHz laser linewidth has little (though some)

impact on the overall shape of the absorption curve, but linewidths larger

than this would swamp the first order sideband. The height of the sideband

is roughly η2 times the height of the carrier. For reasonable Lamb-Dicke

parameters, the sideband would not be larger than the carrier at the point

of equal laser detunings for a linewidth larger than around 10 kHz. Hence,

cooling limits are not expected to be as low for larger linewidths.
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EIT cooling - comparison with rate equations

The form of the Hamiltonian and method of implementing the density matrix

model have been described in earlier sections. Firstly, the model should be

able to reproduce the theoretical results in the original EIT theory paper [21].

Figure 6.9 shows a comparison between the rate equation model described

in Section 6.2 and the density matrix model for the system described in [21].

Both systems start in a pure n = 1 state. The parameters are approximately

those of the S-P-D system in calcium.

The agreement between the two models is very close. Much of the dif-

ference can be attributed to the first few microseconds of the cooling. The

rate equation model is insensitive to the internal states of the atom, and
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assumes steady-state excitation values for the internal states. The density

matrix model, however, is initialised in a pure n = 1 state of the 2S1/2 level.

In the first few microseconds, the cooling is slower while coherences between

levels build up. Both models predict the same final ground state occupation

of 99%.

Coupling Rabi frequency

For optimal cooling, the EIT cooling scheme is dependent on the AC Stark

shift induced by the coupling laser matching the vibrational frequency of the

trapped ion. If it is to be implemented in experiment, it is necessary to know

how stable and accurate the intensity of the coupling laser must be. Figure

6.10 shows the dependence of the cooling rate on the Rabi frequency of the

coupling laser.

The fractional width of the peak is roughly 20% (FWHM). Hence the

requirements on intensity stability are not severe. If both noise and drift are

below the 5% level over the period of a typical experimental period — at

least tens of minutes — then there should be few intensity-related problems.

Detuning from resonance

Assuming that both lasers are equally detuned from resonance (∆g = ∆r),

the cooling speed will depend on the size of this detuning. Figure 6.11 shows

this dependence.

The cooling is strong over a relatively broad range of detunings, and

optimising the detuning should not be a hard problem in practice. Heating

only occurs for a small range of detuning near resonance, and so there is little

risk of accidentally heating the ion. The heating occurs because as ∆ → 0,

the condition that the AC Stark shift should equal the trap frequency can no

longer be satisfied, and the probe laser is no longer tuned to the red sideband,

and in fact starts to off-resonantly excite the blue sideband.
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Figure 6.10: Effects of coupling laser power on EIT cooling. The system is
optimised for Ωr = Ωr0.
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Figure 6.11: Cooling rate as a function of laser detuning from resonance, for
∆g = ∆r. The laser powers are optimised for ∆g = ∆r = 2.5Γ.
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Figure 6.12: Variation of cooling rate with cooling beam frequency. The
coupling laser is at ∆r = 2.5Γ.

Relative detuning

The accuracy of the relative detuning of the two lasers is also an issue. Figure

6.12 shows the effect on the cooling rate of scanning the probe laser relative

to the coupling laser.

The control required for the relative frequency of the two beams is no

greater than is already standard on most experiments. Good cooling occurs

over a relatively wide region (a few hundred kHz). If the frequency is too

high, the blue sideband is driven and the ion heats rapidly, but this is not a

major risk. In a situation where the coupling and probe beams are derived

from the same laser via an AOM, controlling the relative frequency to the

desired accuracy should not pose any problem.
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Figure 6.13: Effects of laser linewidth on EIT cooling.

Laser linewidth

For Raman cooling or sideband cooling, it is generally necessary to have a

small laser linewidth (relative linewidth in the case of a Raman beam pair).

In order to find out what the constraints on EIT cooling may be, a plot of

cooling rate against relative linewidth was obtained from the model. This

is shown in Figure 6.13. The linewidth of the probe laser was set to the

value indicated on the graph, while the linewidth of the coupling laser was

zero. The same results were obtained if the linewidth was transferred to the

coupling laser instead of the probe.

It is interesting to note that the dependence of the cooling rate on linewidth

is not very strong. The model predicts good cooling even with a linewidth

of 500 kHz, which is half the secular frequency. The reason for this may well

be a problem with the model. While the absorption spectrum is modified by
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the trap potential in the model, the emission spectrum is not, and decay only

occurs on the carrier. Because of this, the heating process of absorption on

the carrier and emission on the red sideband (emission on the red sideband

heats the ion, while absorption on the red sideband cools) does not occur in

the model. This would probably be the major source of heating as the laser

linewidth was increased. Cooling limits may be affected more strongly by

linewidth than initial cooling rates, but this has not been tested.

In the experiments of Chapter 7, both the coupling and probe beams

are derived from the same laser via an AOM, and their relative linewidth is

expected to be very narrow. It is unlikely that those experiments are affected

by the relative linewidth at all.

6.3.7 Problems with the model

There are several minor problems with the model. One problem is that it does

not include the effects of the trapping potential on the emission spectrum

(Ldamp is not modified by the trap potential in this model), and so most

off-resonant heating effects are absent from these simulations.

Two effects which the model ignores, but are not planned to be incor-

porated in the near future, are the effects of making the rotating wave ap-

proximation in the derivation of the interaction Hamiltonian, and the effects

of laser fields on far off-resonant levels. The latter can be included in the

model by defining a set of operators linking off-resonant states via the laser

fields. This is not done automatically, but is trivial and could be automated.

Neither of these effects is expected to be significant in the current work. If

they are deemed necessary at some time in the future, they can be included.

Another issue is the speed of the simulation. Sideband cooling is simu-

lated more quickly than EIT cooling. Simulating EIT cooling for a period of

10−5 s takes approximately two-and-a-half minutes for typical parameters (a

12 × 12 matrix) on an 800 MHz computer.To generate a high quality spec-

trum of some sort requires many such runs, over much longer time periods

(up to several milliseconds). The computing time required quickly becomes

impractical as the problems scale. Also, as more levels become involved in
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the simulation, the time required to perform all the matrix operations grows

quickly (as n2 or n3, typically). While the simulation could be optimised

further, other methods of simulation may be more efficient than the straight

numerical integration used here.

6.3.8 Future developments

There are obvious improvements which can be made to the model, such as

including the effects of the trap on the spontaneous emission and optimising

the simulation with regard to scalability.

Once this is done, there are many interesting numerical experiments which

can be done with the model. Raman cooling, for example, can be studied

and compared against the alternatives for the cases of specific ions. Also

more realistic systems, such as the four-level 2S1/2—
2P1/2 system in 172Yb+,

could be simulated. A simulation of this complete with the effects of laser

polarisation could shed light on the experimental results of Chapter 7.

It is also possible to run a complete simulation of the EIT temperature

measure scheme, described in Section 2.4.7. This might help us to better

understand the results of the experiments of Chapter 7.

Another interesting possibility is simulating state manipulation pulse se-

quences. It should be possible to implement simple quantum gates in the

system, and determine what the experimental requirements would be for

implementation in various real systems.



Chapter 7

EIT cooling experiment

This chapter details the progress to date of experiments investigating EIT

effects on the 369 nm transition in trapped 172Yb+. The project has several

aims. EIT cooling has been demonstrated only once, in 40Ca+ [22], and was

not investigated in great detail. It would therefore be interesting to imple-

ment the scheme again, in another experiment. It would then be possible to

explore the parameter space of the cooling some more, with a view to ob-

taining (or understanding how to obtain) the theoretical performance levels

of the scheme, which are much better than the demonstrated performance.

The experimental objectives are, in approximate sequence

• To observe EIT spectra in a single ion,

• To characterise the AC Stark shift using these spectra,

• To attempt temperature measurement using the EIT spectra,

• To compare the EIT temperature measurement with measurements us-

ing spectra of the octupole transition,

• To demonstrate EIT cooling, and

• To investigate how various parameters, including the Zeeman splitting

and polarisation purity, affect the EIT cooling process.

142
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Figure 7.1: Energy levels involved in EIT experiments on the 369 nm tran-
sition in 172Yb+. The situation shown here is for σ+ coupling light, red-
detuned, as in the calibration scans. The level splittings shown are approxi-
mate, for the typical field strengths used.

The progress made towards these objectives is detailed in the following sec-

tions. The 467 nm octupole transition laser was unavailable during the ex-

periments described here, and so comparison of the two temperature meas-

urement methods has not yet been possible. Only the EIT temperature

measurement technique was available to attempt a demonstration of EIT

cooling.

7.1 Experimental details

The experiments are carried out on the 2S1/2→ 2P1/2 transition at 369 nm in
172Yb+. The structure of this transition, and the lasers involved are shown in

Figure 7.1. A magnetic field was applied which produced a Zeeman splitting

of the 2S1/2 state of approximately 15 MHz.
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7.1.1 Polarisation control

It is important for the EIT spectra that the coupling beam is purely circularly

polarised. For this to be possible, the magnetic field axis must be aligned

with the direction of propagation of the light. This was achieved through an

iterative procedure. Firstly, the polarisation of the coupling beam was set to

be approximately σ+, by rotating a quarter-wave plate following a linear po-

lariser. The direction of the field was then adjusted to minimise fluorescence,

and the polarisation re-adjusted on the same criterion. This was repeated

until a minimum fluorescence level had been found. Once the polarisation

is pure, no fluorescence should be observed, because the atom will be opti-

cally pumped to the 2S1/2(mJ = +1/2) state. The procedure did not work

well until the final mirror before the trap had been replaced. Originally, this

was an aluminium mirror, and the reflected polarisation was elliptical. It

was replaced with a dielectric mirror, which reflects the polarisation without

introducing ellipticity, allowing better alignment of the magnetic field. It

also increased the size of the bright resonance by a large factor, indicating a

strong dependence of the size of the EIT effect on polarisation purity. The

coupling beam still passes through a quartz vacuum window after this mirror,

and this could be a limiting factor on the achieved polarisation purity.

The geometry of the vacuum canister around the trap is such that there is

not a right angle between any pair of optical windows. This makes it impos-

sible to illuminate the ion with both π- and σ-polarised light simultaneously,

in the atom’s frame. The best purity which can be achieved for the weak

probe beam is approximately 60% π-polarisation (by intensity).

7.1.2 Laser system

For these experiments, the ability to rapidly and precisely switch beams on

or off, or change their frequency is essential. This required some changes to

the 369 nm laser system from the setup described in Chapter 3. The modified

laser setup is shown in Figure 7.2. The beams shown were switched on and

off using a network of RF switches, shown in Figure 7.3. The frequency and

amplitude of the source RF can be controlled via GPIB (IEEE 488.2). The
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Figure 7.2: Schematic arrangement of the 369 nm beam paths for the EIT
experiments.

RF switches are each controlled by four TTL lines; each line switches one

of the outputs. One of the outputs of each switch is 50 Ω terminated, to

enable signals to be switched off with minimum RF leakage. The other three

outputs are connected to three power combiners. The output of each of these

combiners is then amplified, and fed to an AOM. This system allows beams

to be switched on and off, or have their frequencies changed, very quickly.

For example, it is possible to have synthesiser 1 connected to AOM2,

providing the EIT coupling beam frequency, and synthesiser 2 connected to

AOM3, at the correct frequency for EIT cooling, leaving synthesiser 3 and

AOM1 disconnected. The RF output of synthesiser 3 can be pre-set to any

frequency and amplitude, while being terminated by a 50 Ω load. It is then

possible to swap the output of synthesiser 3 to AOM2, and terminate the

output of synthesiser 2. This probes the EIT spectrum at another frequency

immediately following a period of EIT cooling. This can be accurately syn-

chronised with the photon-counting hardware. The limiting factor in the

speed of all these operations is the time of propagation of the acoustic wave

through the AOM. The reason the switches are required is that although

all of these operations can be achieved by GPIB commands, these are nei-

ther fast enough nor consistent enough in their timing. GPIB commands for
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Figure 7.3: RF switching arrangement for the EIT experiments. The fre-
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488.2). The switches are each controlled by four TTL logic signals. Only
one (or no) synthesiser is connected to an AOM at any one time. The
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changing the frequency of a synthesiser, or switching the RF output on or off

were timed to take anywhere between 20 ms and 100 ms to complete. This

is longer than a full experimental cycle in certain circumstances.

7.2 EIT spectra

This section covers the spectra of the EIT feature which have been observed,

and the results which may be derived from them. The results are discussed

in approximate chronological order.

7.2.1 Initial results

The first stage of the experiment was to obtain spectra of the EIT feature

on the red side of the transition. All the beams were red-detuned from line

centre by approximately 60 MHz, and the fluorescence recorded for several

seconds at each frequency as the probe beam frequency was scanned. The

coupling beam polarisation was σ+.

Some of these first spectra are shown in Figure 7.4. The size and position

of the EIT peak vary with the power of the coupling and probe beams. This

graph allows a calibration of the AC Stark shift of the feature and of the

Zeeman splitting. The spectra all show the EIT peak having a sharp edge.

Figure 7.5 shows the positions of both the peak and the edge of the EIT

feature as a function of coupling beam power. Fitting to the data gives the

Zeeman splitting as the difference between the coupling laser frequency and

zero-power position of the EIT peak, which is (2×)93.0 MHz. The Zeeman

splitting of the 2S1/2 state is therefore 14 MHz (the probe AOM is double-

passed). The slopes of the two lines are −0.0246 for the edge and −0.0255

for the peak. This allows prediction of the optimum parameters for EIT

cooling, which occur when the AC Stark shift of the peak is equal to the trap

frequency (900 kHz for the radial motions in our trap). This calibration,

performed on the red side of the transition, can then be transferred to the

blue side of the transition for the actual cooling experiments. It is necessary

to calibrate red-detuned so that normal photon-scattering events outside the
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Figure 7.5: Calibration of the AC Stark shift and Zeeman splitting using the
spectra in Figure 7.4.

region of EIT cooling do not lead to heating (and loss of fluorescence) of the

ion. It was later possible to acquire these spectra while blue-detuned using

a pulsed method, described in Section 7.2.5.

7.2.2 Observation of secular sidebands

Secular sidebands were also observed on the EIT transition. Figure 7.6 shows

a spectrum with clear sidebands. The reason that sidebands are seen on some

spectra and not others is that they are most obvious when the AC Stark shift

and trap secular frequency are coincident. The sideband fluorescence is then

visible above the minimum of the carrier absorption.

It is not possible to distinguish between axial sidebands and higher-order

radial sidebands, as their frequencies are in a 2:1 ratio. Any splitting of the

radial frequencies is far too small to resolve on this transition. In fact, no

splitting of the radial frequencies has ever been conclusively observed in this
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Figure 7.6: Secular sidebands of the EIT feature. This data was obtained
on 9 October, red-detuned 80 MHz from line centre, with a coupling laser
power of about 50, on the same power scale as Figure 7.4.

trap by any method.

7.2.3 Background fluorescence

All of the spectra in Figure 7.4 have a background count rate which is fairly

constant over the range of the scans. It is larger than the sum of the count

rates of the two beams individually, by a factor of more than four. It would

appear that the EIT ‘transparency’ only dips down to the level of this back-

ground, and not to an overall zero count rate. This is shown more clearly

in Figure 7.7. This spectrum was obtained at a high (unmeasured) coupling

beam power, and with a smaller magnetic field than the earlier spectra, red-

detuned 60 MHz. The Zeeman splitting is estimated at 7 MHz for this field.

The peak is observed at (2×)93.5 MHz, 13 MHz from the coupling beam

frequency. If 7 MHz of this splitting is due to the Zeeman shift, then the
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Figure 7.7: A wider scan of the EIT spectrum, taken on 9 October.

induced AC Stark shift is 6 MHz. The ‘background’ of the above scans ap-

pears to have an edge at a frequency of 104 MHz on the probe AOM, which

is 8 MHz (in ‘real’ frequency, not AOM frequency) above the coupling laser

and 20 MHz above the large peak.

The most likely explanation of the spectrum in Figure 7.7 appears to be

that it has three main components. The most obvious component is the EIT

profile created by the σ+ coupling light and the π-polarised probe light. This

is the component we are interested in, the other two can be classed as ‘noise’.

One of these components is the fairly flat, constant offset on the spectrum.

It seems likely that this is normal single-photon scattering from the wings

of the Lorentzian frequency distribution of the 369 nm transition. However,

when the beams are individually scanned across the transition, the probe

beam fluorescence is only 10–20% of the count rates shown in Figure 7.4,

and the coupling beam fluorescence is negligible1, because the polarisation is

1The σ+ fluorescence is ∼ 30 s−1 observed close to line centre, compared to a maximum
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very pure. When both probe and coupling beams illuminate the ion, though,

the optical pumping efficiency will be destroyed, and so the fluorescence is

expected to rise, though maybe not by as large a factor as is observed.

The remaining component is the smaller peak at about 103.7 MHz probe

AOM frequency. This might also be a weak coherent resonance involving

the unwanted polarisation components present in the 369 nm beams. This

is illustrated in Figure 7.8. Any σ− impurity in the σ+ polarisation of the

coupling beam can become resonant when the π-polarised component of the

probe light is tuned to the appropriate frequency. The Zeeman splitting for

the applied magnetic field is estimated at roughly 7 MHz. In the absence of

the AC Stark shift, resonances would be expected at about ±7 MHz relative

to the coupling laser (96.5 MHz and 103.5 MHz probe AOM frequency). The

resonance of the σ+ component of the coupling beam is strongly AC Stark-

shifted. The AC Stark shift of the σ− resonance will be much lower, because

the beam is much weaker. Given the uncertainty of the Zeeman splitting and

the likely AC Stark shift, this seems a plausible explanation for the peak at

103.7 MHz.

7.2.4 Low-coherence spectra

Immediately following the initial spectra, we were unable to reproduce the

results shown in Section 7.2.1. An ion was lost from the trap and it took

five attempts to load another. Following this, all the spectra we acquired

resembled those in Figure 7.9.

Many sidebands of the feature are visible in Figure 7.9, on both sides of

the carrier. The feature is also very small, compared to spectra obtained

earlier in the experiment, though the background level is similar. This sup-

ports the conclusion that the ion is hot (hence the visibility of the sidebands),

and possibly that the coherence inherent to the EIT process is somehow be-

ing destroyed. The evidence for this second claim is seen more clearly in

Figure 7.10, which shows spectra taken in similar conditions (both have the

same coupling laser power) on two different days. While the more recent

observed count rate for π polarisation of ∼ 40, 000 s−1
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Figure 7.9: A medium-power (52) spectrum of the EIT feature, from Friday
17 October.
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Figure 7.10: Spectra obtained on 10 and 17 October, both with a coupling
laser power of 80. The probe laser power may have been different in the two
cases.

data have a smaller background level (perhaps implying a lower probe laser

power), they also has a different form. The main peak is in the same posi-

tion, roughly, and therefore the AC Stark shift must be the same for the two

curves. The peak does not, however, have a sharp edge, and resembles what

might be expected if the coupling and probe beams were not coherent. It

is expected that they are coherent, as they are both derived from the same

source beam via synthesiser-driven AOMs. It is possible that some other

process is destroying the coherence between the ground states of the system,

and this would produce the same result. Might this be attributed to a rapid

heating rate in the trap? This would also be consistent with the fact that it

was difficult to keep ions for long periods without laser cooling during these

few days of the experiment, whereas an ion had stayed in the trap without

any laser cooling over the previous weekend.

In a later experimental run, there was no difficulty in reproducing the
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original results, so whatever the problem may have been, it appears to be

temporary.

7.2.5 Blue-detuned spectra

It is desirable to acquire fluorescence spectra, and perform AC Stark shift

calibrations, while blue-detuned if at all possible. This avoids the problems

involved in transferring calibration data from the red side of the spectrum to

the blue, such as uncertainties in the detuning from the 369 nm resonance.

It proved not to be possible to acquire blue-detuned ‘slow accumulation’

spectra such as those detailed in Section 7.2.1. These involved accumulating

fluorescence for up to several seconds continuously at each probe frequency.

When blue-detuned, the fluorescence disappeared when this was attempted,

and the ion became very hot.

The shorter timescale ‘time evolution’ spectra, such as those in Section

7.3, have a very low data rate, due to the large overhead of cycling the

experimental state for every 10 ms of data acquisition. So while it is possible

to acquire blue-detuned calibration data using this technique, it is quite slow.

A compromise between these two methods was found to work well for

obtaining such data. By collecting fluorescence for 100 ms, and then Doppler

cooling for 100 ms, it was possible to acquire fluorescence data without the

overheads of the time-resolved method, while keeping in check the rapid

heating that can occur, such that the ion is always cool for the start of

the next interrogation. Figure 7.11 shows the sum of 20 such spectra. One

large peak is clearly visible above the background, and there are no obvious

sidebands. The spectrum resembles the ‘end-point’ spectrum obtained from

time-evolution experiments in Figure 7.13. This method is probably the best

method for calibrating the AC Stark shift prior to attempting EIT cooling.
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Figure 7.11: Blue-detuned fluorescence spectrum. This spectrum is the sum
of 20 individual spectra. To acquire each of these spectra, fluorescence was ac-
cumulated for 100 ms at each probe AOM frequency, with 100 ms of Doppler
cooling between each interrogation.
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7.3 Time evolution of the fluorescence

7.3.1 EIT Fluorescence evolution

The second set of experiments, conducted on Monday 13 October, involved

measuring the evolution of the fluorescence over short (millisecond) timescales.

The experimental sequence was as follows:

1. Doppler cool the ion for 50 ms.

2. Turn off the Doppler cooling beam, and turn on the EIT beams, with

the coupling AOM set to 100 MHz and the probe AOM set to the

frequency of interest. This happens at time t = 0.

3. Measure the arrival times of each photon detected, up to a maximum

time of 10 ms.

4. Repeat this cycle 5000 times.

5. Set a new probe AOM frequency, repeat.

The photon arrival times were sorted into 0.1 ms bins, and a fluorescence

curve, such as that shown in Figure 7.12 could then be plotted. Figure 7.12

clearly shows a rapid initial decline in the fluorescence level, followed by the

fluorescence reaching a plateau. The probe AOM frequency at which these

data were obtained has been identified (tentatively) as the frequency of the

red sideband of the EIT feature, from the spectra shown in Figure 7.13, and

so this may be interpreted as reflecting the time evolution of the strength of

the red sideband, and therefore evidence for EIT cooling.

By stepping across several probe AOM frequencies, a spectrum may be

plotted. Each curve collected was fitted with the function F (t) = Ae−Rt +B,

where A represents the initial level above the background, R the decay rate,

B the background level and F the observed fluorescence. Figure 7.13 shows

(A+B), representing the fluorescence at t = 0, and B, representing the final

fluorescence, as a function of probe AOM frequency. The ‘initial’ spectrum

clearly shows vibrational sideband structure, while the ‘final’ spectrum shows

just a single peak.
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Figure 7.12: Evolution of the fluorescence level, over 10 ms. Taken on 13
October, with a probe AOM frequency of 93.6 MHz.
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The initial spectrum is a single-temperature spectrum, representing the

Doppler-cooled state of the ion. It is difficult to make a precision measure-

ment from it, but it is clear that the red and blue sidebands are very similar in

strength, and almost as high as the carrier. The modulation index is greater

than 1, and so the average vibrational excitation number cannot be accu-

rately determined. It appears that the ion is not cooled to the Doppler limit,

but to a temperature a few times higher, at least during these experiments.

The final spectrum shows asymmetry at the positions of the red and blue

sidebands, but this cannot be used as a measurement of temperature. At each

individual point, the spectrum is the end-point of a process which modifies

the vibrational state, in a frequency-dependent way. The spectrum does not

represent a single temperature.

One interpretation of Figure 7.13 is that the central peak of the spectrum

is the carrier, that the fluorescence decreases on the red sideband because EIT

cooling has been observed, and decreases on the blue sideband because the

ion is heating. The obvious problem with this is that the experiment cannot

prove whether a fluorescence decrease signifies heating or cooling when the

first-order blue sideband is so large (probably near its maximum value) in

the initial state.

The ‘carrier’ feature grows slightly over the observation period, which

might be expected if the ion were becoming cooler at that particular fre-

quency, having started out relatively hot. It also seems to shift down in

frequency by around 100 kHz. It is not clear why this occurs, or if indeed it

is a real effect or the result of drift of experimental parameters. Assuming

it is real, a putative explanation can be offered in terms of the heating and

cooling dynamics. While on the red side of the carrier, there is a residual

cooling effect from the ‘wings’ of the red sideband, and so over the period of

observation the ion cools down, leading to a slight increase in the height of

the carrier. Slightly to the blue side of the carrier, there is expected to be

a residual heating effect. Given that the modulation index of the ion’s vi-

brational spectrum is greater than one at the start of the EIT interrogation,

any further heating will only decrease the height of the carrier. Hence the

carrier appears to shift due to the effect the cooling dynamics have on the
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Figure 7.13: Fitted start and end points of the fluorescence level, over 10 ms.
The characteristic rate of the fluorescence evolution is plotted on the right-
hand axis. The peak at around 94.0 MHz has been identified as the carrier.
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observed fluorescence.

There is a characteristic fluorescence evolution rate R associated with

each point in Figure 7.13, and this is also plotted in Figure 7.13. The decay

rate is highest on what is identified here as the red sideband (though that

identification is not definitive), with a small peak on the carrier, and on the

blue sideband. It should be noted that the rates at 93.9 MHz and 94.0 MHz

correspond to an increase in fluorescence, while all others correspond to a

decrease.

This evidence is entirely consistent with the observation of EIT cooling.

However, it falls short of proof as there is a high level of interpretation

involved. A convincing proof would involve comparing this experiment, with

initial Doppler cooling only, to one with an additional EIT cooling stage in the

preparation phase. Only what is plotted here as the ‘initial’ spectrum would

be required for these two cases. Then it would be possible to see whether the

blue sideband was still present after EIT cooling (which it should be), while

the red sideband disappears. This would provide clear evidence that there

was in fact a cooling process occurring. This may be difficult to observe using

EIT spectra with the current level of background fluorescence. This could

mask the small first-order blue sideband which is expected to remain after

cooling to near the ground vibrational state. Unless this background can be

reduced, a convincing observation of EIT cooling may require spectroscopy

of the vibrational sidebands of the octupole transition.

7.3.2 Time evolution of single beam fluorescence

A small series of experiments on the time evolution of the ion’s fluorescence

was also conducted using just a single laser beam, rather than the EIT pair, to

drive the transition. Figure 7.14 shows the evolution of the fluorescence with

the EIT probe beam tuned 10 MHz (Γ/2) above line centre. The intensity

of the probe beam was similar to that during the EIT experiments. The

peak in the first bin may be due to a switching issue with the RF. There was

no ‘blank’ period inserted into the digital IO pattern between the Doppler

cooling and the blue detuned beam , and the first bin may contain remnants
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Figure 7.14: Evolution of the fluorescence with the single probe beam tuned
60 MHz above line centre of the cooling transition. The ‘smooth’ curve is a
5-sample moving average, as a guide to the eye. Data from 13 October.

of the Doppler cooling fluorescence which preceded the probe period. This

has since been rectified, and does not affect the other experiments described

in this Chapter.

As might be expected, the fluorescence initially rises, and then falls, as the

ion is heated. At this detuning, the probe is close to the 10th blue sideband of

the cooling transition, though the sidebands are not resolved. The timescale

for the fluorescence evolution is ∼ 20 ms, much longer than the timescale of

the fluorescence changes observed in Section 7.3 (of order 1 ms). Experiments

observing the fluorescence over shorter timescales showed no evidence of any

significant changes. That the timescales for fluorescence evolution in the

single- and dual-beam experiments are so different lends weight to the idea

that different mechanisms are operating in the two cases.
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7.4 Summary

The initial results from the EIT experiments show promise, but several is-

sues remain to be resolved. The source of the background fluorescence is

still unclear. It may be that more stringent control of the polarisation of the

coupling beam would reduce the background, or that detuning further from

resonance would help. The time evolution experiments have produced some

interesting results. The spectra show clear evidence of manipulation of the

ion’s vibrational state by sideband excitation, as the large sidebands present

after Doppler cooling disappear through probing the spectrum at various

frequencies. It it difficult to pin down exactly what changes are occurring

though. Further investigations with an EIT cooling stage in the preparation

phase of the experiment will be necessary to understand the dynamics in

more depth. At some point a comparison of the data obtained from EIT

spectra with the spectrum of the octupole transition will be necessary to be

able to have full confidence in the EIT temperature measurement method. If

the background fluorescence rate can be reduced, probably by more sophis-

ticated and precise control of the coupling beam polarisation, the prospects

for achieving EIT cooling in 172Yb+ appear good.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

The work described here has been directed towards developing the 467 nm

electric octupole transition in 171Yb+ as an optical frequency standard. Within

that framework, there have been several specific areas of focus.

The work with the most immediate impact has been the series of abso-

lute frequency measurements of the transition, and the development of lasers,

optical systems, electronics and control systems supporting this. While the

overall uncertainty of the frequency of the octupole transition has been red-

uced, there is some evidence that we do not fully understand the systematic

shifts of the transition. The most recent data, with a 150 Hz probe laser

linewidth, have uncertainties much larger than those that we would ascribe

to them based on our understanding of the experiment and its associated

systematic shifts. Further measurements with improved control over experi-

mental parameters may improve our understanding of the situation.

Despite these problems, the absolute frequency of the octupole transition

has been measured to below 1 part in 1012, and there is a clear path to im-

prove this figure. There are several obvious limitations on the experiment

currently. The most obvious is the linewidth of the probe laser. Construction

of a new 934 nm Ti:sapphire laser with an intra-cavity EOM to further re-

duce the probe laser linewidth is underway. Improvements in the vibrational

and acoustic isolation of the ULE reference cavity also have the potential to

reduce the linewidth further. Another limitation is the data rate from spec-

165
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troscopy of the transition. Scanning across the transition to obtain spectra is

a less efficient method of obtaining frequency measurement data than probing

the spectrum at two points (at ±Γ/2) and using feedback from the control

system to lock the probe laser to the transition. This will increase the data

rate by an order of magnitude, and is currently being developed in the new

LabVIEW control system.

The absolute frequency measurements have been underpinned by an eval-

uation of the systematic shifts of the transition. In addition to providing

useful information about the current performance of the standard, this has

highlighted areas which must be worked on in the medium term in order to

realise the potential of the ytterbium octupole transition. After reducing the

laser linewidth, which will remain the first priority for some time, a better

calibration of the blackbody stark shift, possibly via a measurement of the

coefficient of the DC quadratic Stark shift, will reduce the uncertainties of

the systematic shifts of the transition below the 1 part in 1017 level. After

that, better control of the quadrupole shift will become a priority. What

the evaluation of the systematic shifts has demonstrated most clearly is the

potential of the ytterbium octupole transition to be a true next-generation

optical frequency standard.

In the longer term, a move to use ground-state cooling in the experiment

will be required to reduce the uncertainties of the second-order Doppler and

DC Stark shifts. The investigations undertaken here into ground-state cool-

ing in general, and EIT cooling in particular, will help to inform the route

that the experiment takes.

The numerical modelling of the EIT cooling process has shown it to be

robust against many likely sources of experimental imperfection, such as

imperfect calibrations, or instabilities of beam frequencies and intensities.

This has been confirmed, to a certain extent, by the experimental inves-

tigations of EIT in 171Yb+. It has been possible to calibrate AC Stark shifts

and beam frequencies with the accuracy which is necessary for EIT cooling.

The observation of vibrational sidebands in the EIT spectra is a signifi-

cant milestone on the path to EIT cooling. The spectra have also illuminated

issues with the current experimental arrangement. The background fluores-
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cence level from the ion is higher than expected. This is at least partially

due to imperfect control of the coupling beam polarisation, and this is an

area for future improvement.

The time-resolved spectra of the EIT spectrum have revealed some in-

teresting behaviour, and show strong evidence of the modification of the

vibrational state of the ion by the driving of the vibrational sidebands of the

EIT resonance peak. By acquiring such spectra immediately following a pe-

riod of EIT cooling, it should be possible to demonstrate EIT cooling. This

could then be confirmed by quantum-jump spectroscopy of the vibrational

sidebands of the octupole transition. Once the cooling process has been

demonstrated, a thorough investigation of the experimental characteristics

of the cooling process can be undertaken. This could include the dependence

of the achieved temperature on polarisation purity, beam intensity stability,

and similar factors. These would all allow optimisation of the cooling process

for real experimental situations, and hopefully the full potential of the EIT

cooling scheme can be realised. This work would allow a full comparison of

the EIT cooling scheme against direct and Raman sideband cooling schemes,

and inform decisions about the most appropriate cooling scheme to use in

future experiments at NPL and elsewhere.



Appendix A

The quadrupole shift

The electric quadrupole shift is one of the more significant systematic shifts

for trapped-ion frequency standards. This Appendix covers the details of

calculating the shift in depth. In doing this, it follows the treatment of

the shift by W. Itano for the 199Hg+ ion [72]. The shift itself is caused by

the interaction of the quadrupolar spatial component of a DC electric field

with the quadrupole moment of an atomic state. The 2S1/2 state has no

quadrupole moment, so the shift of the 467 nm transition is entirely due to

the shift of the 2F7/2 state.

A.1 The quadrupole shift

A.1.1 Reference frames

Two co-ordinate systems are used in the following calculation. The first,

‘laboratory’ frame has co-ordinates (x, y, z), and has its z-axis aligned with

the direction of the magnetic field B. The ‘trap’ frame, denoted by primed

co-ordinates (x′, y′, z′), has its z-axis aligned with the trap z-axis, along the

endcaps. The assumption is made that any DC quadrupole field is being

produced by DC offset potentials on the trap electrodes.
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A.1.2 The Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian for the quadrupole shift is

HQ = ∇E(2) ·Θ(2) =
2∑

q=−2

(−1)q∇E(2)
q Θ

(2)
−q (A.1)

where the E
(2)
q are the quadrupole components of the electric field, and Θ

(2)
−q

are the components of the electric quadrupole moment of the atom.

A.1.3 The electric field

The quadrupolar field has the form, in the trap frame

φ (x′, y′, z′) = A
[(

x′2 + y′2 − 2z′2
)

+ ε
(
x′2 − y′2

)]
. (A.2)

Henceforth it will be assumed that the trap is radially symmetric and that

ε = 0. This simplifies the derivation from that in [72] without losing the

essential physics. In particular, both the electric field gradient tensors and

quadrupole moment operator have several components. Setting ε = 0 allows

us to ignore all but the q = 0 components. The relevant component of the

electric field gradient tensor is

∇E
(2)
0 = −1

2

dEz

dz
(A.3)

The electric field gradient for this field, in the trap frame, is

∇E
(2)′
0 = −2A (A.4)

The Hamiltonian in the trap frame is simply

HQ = −2AΘ
(2)′
0 (A.5)

Note that the quadrupole moment is expressed in the trap frame here, and

not in the ‘lab’ frame defined by the magnetic field.
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A.1.4 Matrix elements

The shift of a state |γJFMF 〉 is given by the expectation value of the Hamil-

tonian interacting with that state:

∆E(γJFMF ) = 〈γJFMF |HQ|γJFMF 〉 (A.6)

This is the expression in the laboratory frame. The states |γJFMF 〉 in the

lab frame are related to the states |γJFM ′〉 in the trap frame by rotation

matrix elements D
(F )
M ′MF

(β), where (β) is the angle of rotation relating the

two frames. Only one angle is required for calculating the q = 0 components

due to the symmetry of the situation.

|γJFM ′〉 =
∑
MF

D
(F )
M ′MF

(β)|γJFMF 〉 (A.7)

The matrix element which must be calculated to evaluate the shift is

〈γJFMF |Θ(2)′
0 |γJFMF 〉 (A.8)

It can be shown [72] that this can be written

〈γJFMF |Θ(2)′
0 |γJFMF 〉

= (−1)F−MF (γJF ||Θ(2)||γJF )

(
F 2 F

−MF 0 MF

)
D

(2)∗
0 (β) (A.9)

The rotation matrix element is D
(2)∗
0 (β) = 1

2
(3 cos2 β − 1). The shift can

therefore be written

∆E(γJFMF ) = −A
(
3 cos2 β − 1

)
K1(γJF ||Θ(2)||γJF ) (A.10)

With the constant K1 defined by

K1 = (−1)F−MF

(
F 2 F

−MF 0 MF

)
(A.11)
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For the 2F7/2(F = 3,MF = 0) state, K1 = −2
3

√
3
35

.

The remaining undefined quantity is the reduced matrix element

(γJF ||Θ(2)||γJF ). This can be related to the quadrupole moment of the

state Θ(γ, J). In the IJ–coupling approximation,

(γ(IJ)F ||Θ||γ(IJ)F ) =

(−1)I+J+F (2F + 1)

{
J 2 J

F I F

}(
J 2 J

−J 0 J

)−1

Θ(γ, J)

(A.12)

Hence the shift (Equation (A.10)) can be written

〈HQ〉 = −A(3 cos2 β − 1)K1K2Θ(γ, J) (A.13)

With the constant K2 being defined by

K2 = (−1)I+J+F (2F + 1)

{
J 2 J

F I F

} (
J 2 J

−J 0 J

)−1

(A.14)

For the 2F7/2(F = 3,MF = 0) state, K2 = +5
2

√
15
7
.

A.1.5 The quadrupole shift for the 2F7/2 state

Using the constants calculated above, K1 = −2
3

√
3
35

and K2 = +5
2

√
15
7
, the

quadrupole shift for the 2F7/2(F = 3,MF = 0) state in 171Yb+ is

〈HQ〉 = +
5

7
A

(
3 cos2 β − 1

)
Θ(γ, J) (A.15)
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A.2 The quadrupole moment

The quadrupole moment Θ(γ, J) is defined as the matrix element of the

quadrupole operator for the state of maximum MJ . That is

Θ(γ, J) = 〈γJJ |Θ(2)
0 |γJJ〉 (A.16)

The quadrupole operator is

Θ
(2)
0 = −e

2

∑
j

(3z2
j − r2

j ) (A.17)

The summation is over all the atomic electrons, and zj and rj are the elec-

tronic position operators. A closed atomic shell has no quadrupole moment,

and so only unfilled shells need be considered. Writing in terms of spherical

harmonics, this is

Θ(γ, J) = −e

√
4π

5
〈γJJ |Y20|γJJ〉. (A.18)

But

〈4f 2F7/2,mj = 7/2|Y20|4f 2F7/2,mj = 7/2〉 = 〈4f, ml = 2|Y20|4f, ml = 2〉
(A.19)

Therefore, the quadrupole moment can be written

Θ(γ, J) = −e

√
4π

5
〈γ|r2|γ〉

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

Y ∗
LLY20YLL sin θdθdφ. (A.20)
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The integrals over spherical harmonics can be written in terms of 3j symbols

and normalisation factors. In the general case,

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

Y ∗
l1m1

Yl2m2Yl3m3 sin θdθdφ =

(−1)m1

√
(2l1 + 1)(2l2 + 1)(2l3 + 1)

4π

(
l1 l2 l3

0 0 0

)(
l1 l2 l3

−m1 m2 m3

)

(A.21)

Therefore

Θ(γ, J) = −e〈γ|r2|γ〉(−1)L(2L + 1)

(
L 2 L

0 0 0

)(
L 2 L

−L 0 L

)
(A.22)

For the 2F7/2 state in 171Yb+ the quadrupole moment is due to the absence

of an electron , or hole in, an otherwise full f -shell. This changes the sign

of the quadrupole moment. From that calculated above, which was treated

as a single electron in the 4f state, rather than a single hole. The orbital

angular momentum is L = 3 for the 2F7/2 state. The quadrupole moment is

therefore

Θ(4f, 7/2) = −e
1

3
〈4f |r2|4f〉 (A.23)

A.2.1 Matrix elements of
〈
r2

〉

The matrix elements of 〈r2〉 can be estimated from atomic structure calcu-

lations. The Cowan atomic structure code [89] calculates atomic orbitals,

and related properties, for many-electron atoms. From these calculations,

the expectation values in Table A.1 have been found.

The value for 199Hg+ agrees with that calculated in [72], using the same

code. The value for 88Sr+ does not agree with the published value in [11].

However, if the calculation is performed for the 4d orbital of neutral stron-

tium, there seems to be agreement [75]. This perhaps points to an error in

the initialisation of the Cowan code, though this has not been confirmed with

the authors of [11].
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Species Orbital 〈r2〉 /a2
0

171Yb+ 4f 0.657
171Yb+ 5d 10.8
199Hg+ 5d 2.32
88Sr+ 4d 10.6
40Ca+ 3d 6.64

Table A.1: Expectation values of the squared electronic co-ordinate for var-
ious atomic orbitals, in units of the Bohr radius a0.

The size of the 4f -orbital in 171Yb+ is particularly small. In common

with the 5d orbital in mercury, it is not the ‘outermost’ occupied orbital. In

both cases the 6s2 orbital is full, and the source of the quadrupole moment is

a hole in an inner shell. The d-orbitals in ytterbium, strontium and calcium

ions are occupied by a single electron, ‘outside’ completely full inner shells,

which gives some indication as to why those orbitals are relatively larger.

Using the calculated 〈r2〉, the quadrupole moment of the 2F7/2(F =

3,MF = 0) state in 171Yb+is

Θ(4f, 7/2) = −0.22ea2
0

= −6.13× 10−22e m2

= −9.82× 10−41Cm2

(A.24)



Publications

References [73, 78, 90, 76, 77] have been published by the author during the

course of this thesis. In addition to these papers, the following conference

proceedings have been published, but not necessarily peer-reviewed: [91, 92,

93, 4, 94].
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